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Item 140

1. ALGEO, Sara M. THE STORY OF A SUB PIONEER. Providence: Snow & Farnham, (1925). First
Edition. 8vo, 318 pp. Illustrated throughout with 91 half-tones. 1/1000 numbered copies. This is #90, one
of the 200 reserved for the author's fellow suffragists. This is an ex-library copy with the bookplate of a
MA library. Corners of front and rear blanks cropped. Krichmar 1412. [24699] $125.00
Covers the period 1908-1920: the RI suffrage bill, etc. Algeo was in the RI Woman Suffrage Party and
active in the national organizing campaign. This is a first hand account of the suffrage fight by an
activist.
2. ALGEO, Sara M. THE STORY OF A SUB-PIONEER. Providence: Snow & Farnham, (1925). First
Edition, 1/1000 numbered copies. 8vo, 318 pp. Illustrated throughout with 91 half-tones. Author's
presentation on flyleaf. Maroon cloth, stamped in gilt. Ex library with stamps, bookplate and spine label.
Front hinge little tender, o/w VG. Krichmar 1412. [49282]
$75.00
3. ANNIVERSARY PROGRAM; 75th Anniversary. A woman's right to vote. Rochester, NY: 1995.
8vo, one heavy sheet folded, with lighter-weight program laid in. Cover printed in yellow and blue. A
nice, fresh copy. [34855]
$10.00
This was a benefit luncheon for the Susan B. Anthony House, on the occasion of her 175th birthday.
4. [ANON]. ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONN. WOMAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION; held
at Hartford, September 9, 1870. Report of the executive committee. [General title]:Conn. Woman
Suffrage Association, Tract #2. Hartford: Case, Lockwood, Brainard, 1871. Second edn. 8vo, pp. 24.
Removed from a bound volume, first leaf separate. [49078]
$225.00
Includes a report on the progress in the suffrage struggle; quotes from John Stuart Mill, etc., the final
report is signed by Isabella B Hooker for the committee. Officers include Harriet Beecher Stowe and Rev.
Phoebe Hanaford.
5. [ANON]. ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONN. WOMAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION held
at Hartford, September 9, 1870. Report of the executive committee. [General title]: Tracts of Conn.
Woman Suffrage Association, no. 5. Hartford: Case, Lockwood, Brainard, 1870. 8vo, pp. 26. Printed self
wraps. A very nice clean copy. Scarce. [34732] $300.00
6. ANTHONY, Susan B. & Harper, Ida Husted, Ed. HISTORY OF WOMAN SUFFRAGE ... Volume
4, 1883-`1900. Salem, NH: Ayer Publishers, 1985. Reprint. large 8vo, pp. 878. Bound in golden cloth.
The fourth volume of this 6 volume set. [47712] $50.00
Originally intended to be just 2 volumes. This set documents in a most detailed way, the contents of the
letters speeches, negotiations, telegrams and the like that went on at the suffrage conventions, petition
campaigns and other activities.
7. ANTHONY, Susan B. and HARPER, Ida Husted. THE HISTORY OF WOMAN SUFFRAGE,
edited by ... illustrated with copperplate and photogravure engravings, in four volumes. Vol. IV. (only)
1883-1900. Rochester: Susan B. Anthony, (1902). First Edition (second printing?). 8vo, pp. 1144.
Frontispiece portrait of Anthony. Bound in publisher's maroon cloth, white specks on the rear board,
some stains on the tissue covering the portrait, o/w a near fine copy. [55113]
$400.00
This is the official, in-depth, history that reprints letters, speeches, petitions, and all the rest. This is an
extraordinary history that shows the organizers' penchant for detail and recognition that a complete
history of the movement was not only desirable but essential. There are numerous internal documents,
letters to conventions, speeches and the like that were not reprinted elsewhere. An invaluable resource.
8. ANTHONY, Susan B. and HARPER, Ida Husted. THE HISTORY OF WOMAN SUFFRAGE,
edited by ... illustrated with copperplate and photogravure engravings, in four volumes. Vol. IV. (only)

1883-1900. Rochester: Susan B. Anthony, (1902). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 1144. Frontispiece portrait of
Anthony. Bound in publisher's maroon cloth, front little hinge loose, next to last leaf with library stamp,
slightly trimmed but not lacking any text. A good copy housed in a cloth clam shell box. Inscribed by
Anthony: Miss Anna B Coushaine | Ed. Woman's Page - Sunday Times - | Buffalo - N. Y. | This book I
send you that | you may have it at hand - it | contains a marvelous amount | of facts in a small compas (?) |
Any word you may give it in your | page will be greatly appreciated | Sincerely yours | Susan B. Anthony |
17 Madsion Ave | Rochester, NY | May 10, 902" [55442]
$2,500.00
This is the official, in-depth, history that reprints letters, speeches, petitions, and all the rest. This is an
extraordinary history that shows the organizers' penchant for detail and recognition that a complete
history of the movement was not only desirable but essential. There are numerous internal documents,
letters to conventions, speeches and the like that were not reprinted elsewhere. An invaluable resource.
Ms. Anthony continues to do her outreach even as she had resigned as president of the NAWSA,

THREE VOLUMES INSCRIBED BY SUSAN B. ANTHONY
9. (ANTHONY, Susan B) STANTON, Elizabeth Cady, Anthony, Susan B., and Gage, Matilda Joselyn.
THE HISTORY OF WOMAN SUFFRAGE, Volumes I-III; illustrated with steel engravings- 18481920. NY: Susan B Anthony, 1887. First Edition. Large 8vo, 878, 1013, 951. All three volumes are bound
in publisher's sheep (front covers separate on volumes 1 & 2, tender on volume 3). Each volume is exlibrary with small labels on the front covers and bookplates on the pastedowns. Volume 1 contains a
small bookplate that says that the books were presented by Susan B Anthony, indeed Anthony has
presented the set on the front blank which is almost separate: "To the Seymour Library Auburn, N.Y.
With the hope that these volumes may have a conspicuous place on its shelves - perchance be the nucleus
of a woman suffrage alcove from Susan B Anthony Rochester N. Y. October 12, 1895" Volume two is
inscribed: "The Seymour Library Auburn-Cayuga Co - N. Y. from Susan B. Anthony Rochester NY Oct.
14, 1895. Volume three is inscribed: "The Seymour Library Auburn-Cayuga County, NY from Susan B
Anthony Rochester, NY Oct. 14, 1895." [55114]
$6,000.00
This is the official, in-depth, history that reprints letters, speeches, petitions, and all the rest. This is an
extraordinary history that shows the organizers' penchant for detail and recognition that a complete
history of the movement was not only desirable but essential. There are numerous internal documents,
letters to conventions, speeches and the like that were not reprinted elsewhere.
10. ANTHONY, Susan Brownell. American Reformer, Woman Suffrage Leader (1820"1906).
ORIGINAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC POST CARD; on Anthony's birth place in Adams, MA.
Adams: C. H. Thompson, 1907. A little light foxing, address and stamp on verso, two lines in an
unknown holograph below the color image. A nice image of the house in rural setting. [34580] $25.00
11. [ANTHONY]. THE LEGACY OF SUSAN B. ANTHONY. Women: The unfinished agenda.
Rochester, NY: First Unitarian Church, 1979. 8vo, one sheet folded, with insert. Program for a church
service. VG. [34852] $10.00
12. [ANTHONY]. HARPER, Ida Husted. THE LIFE AND WORK OF SUSAN B. ANTHONY,
Including public addresses, her own letters and many from her contemporaries during fifty years. A story
of the evolution of woman. In two volumes. Illustrated with portraits, pictures of homes, etc. Indianapolis
and Kansas City: The Bowen-Merrill Co, 1899, 1898,. First Edition. Krichmar 4442. [28790]
$500.00
This is an in-depth look at Anthony's activities by one of her co-workers. Harper co-edited The History of
Woman Suffrage and wrote a great deal on the need for woman suffrage in the US.
13. [ANTHONY]. LUTZ, Alma. SUSAN B. ANTHONY: Rebel, crusader, humanitarian. Boston:
Beacon Press, (1960). Second edn. 8vo, pp. 340, index. Publisher's cloth, a very good copy. Inscribed by

the author. Laid in is a publicity order form for the book with blurbs by Arthur Schlessinger, Pearl Buck
and reviews ... [33258] $65.00
14. [ANTHONY]. LUTZ, Alma. SUSAN B. ANTHONY: Rebel, crusader, humanitarian. Boston:
Beacon Press, (1960). Second edn. 8vo, pp. 340, index. Publisher's cloth, lacks the front end paper, dj
flaps tipped in, good . [56334] $20.00
15. ANTI-SUFFRAGE ESSAYS BY MASSACHUSETTS WOMEN; with an introduction by Ernest
Bernbaum, PhD. (Harvard University). [Boston]: The Forum Publications of Boston, 1916. First Edition.
8vo, pp. ix-xvii, [2], 21-152, [2]. Bound in red cloth, Each chapter is preceded by a short biographical
sketch of the author. A very good tight copy. Krichmar 1431. Scarce. [58664] $225.00
This prints 17 essays and includes a list of anti-suffrage publications. Includes the essays, "Suffrage
Fallacies," by Mrs. A. J. George, "The Ballot and the Woman in Industry," by Mrs. Henry Preston White;
"Massachusetts compared with suffrage states," Catherine Robinson, "Woman Suffrage and War," by
Mrs. Charles P. Strong, etc. Written after 295,939 people in Massachusetts voted against woman suffrage
in 1915.
16. (ANTI-SUFFRAGE-Broadside). THE WOMAN'S BIBLE; Editor Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Carrie
Chapman Catt, President of the National Suffrage Association, one of the revising committee. [caption
title]. np: [ca 1920]. Broadside, 16.5x 9.5 in. [58651] $350.00
Flexner notes that after her election to be the first president of the National American Woman Suffrage
Association a position which she held until 1892, Stanton's leadership position in the woman suffrage
movement had come to an end. Her primary concern became the responsibility of established religion for
woman's inferior position. In 1895 and 1898 she published successive volumes of an astringent critique of
the Old Testament, called The Woman's Bible, consisting of a detailed analysis of Biblical passages
derogatory to woman. There was strong opposition to the work among suffragists ... the suffrage
convention of 1896 passed a resolution explicitly disavowing any responsibility for The Woman's Bible,
which was in effect a sharp rebuff to the old leader[Flexner, p. 220]. Stanton continued writing the
critique until her death in 1902.
This present piece, possibly written by a member of the clergy, takes issue with statements in "The
Woman's Bible" much of it having to do with the ability to hold meetings on Sundays and ends with the
declaration: "This is the teaching of National Suffrage Leaders. | Are you willing for women who hold
these views to become political powers in our country?"
17. [ANTI-SUFFRAGE]. WHY SHOULD SUFFRAGE BE IMPOSED ON WOMEN? [Boston::
Mass. Assoc. Opposed to Extension of Woman Suffrage, 1896?]. single sheet folded into 4 pages. Self
wraps, some marginal water staining, leaves browned. Good. [42926] $85.00
The writer argues that "women don't want it" and that it wouldn't promote the general welfare of the
country.
18. [ANTI-SUFFRAGE]. THE WOMAN PATRIOT; Dedicated to the Defense of Womanhood,
Motherhood, The Family and the State AGAINST Suffragism, Feminism and Socialism. Washington
D.C., 1927. 8pp. Vol. 11, #11. [4501] $35.00
19. BEECHER, Catherine E. LETTERS TO THE PEOPLE ON HEALTH AND HAPPINESS. NY:
Harper, 1855. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 193, 29. Illustrated. Original cloth, some foxing, but a very good
copy. [31569] $250.00
Beecher opposed woman's suffrage and advocated advanced education for women in domestic science.
Here she offers common sense hints on health, etc. Beecher was active in the American Woman's
Educational Assoc.

20. BEECHER, Catherine E. WOMAN'S PROFESSION AS MOTHER AND EDUCATOR; with
views in opposition to Woman Suffrage. Philadelphia & Boston: Geo. Maclean, 1872. Second edn. 8vo,
pp. 223 Little rubbed and worn brown cloth, bumped at the extremities, very good copy. Krichmar 1448.
Scarce, we haven't ever had a copy of this. This seems to be an expanded version of a 133 page book (
Hartford, 1871) entitled: "WOMAN SUFFRAGE AND WOMAN'S PROFESSION." (Krichmar 1447)
[58742] $375.00
Beecher wrote a number of books on religion and education that stressed the need to educate women for
their domestic role but stopped short of expanding the sphere of women outside of the home. In the
present work she opposes woman suffrage because of the division of labor between husband and wife.
With an appendix of statistics on the health of women. This includes three speeches: "Address on Woman
Suffrage delivered in the music hall of Boston, in December, 1870; "An address to ladies of Hartford,
Conn, invited from all religious denominations delivered at the Callisthenic Hall of the Hartford Female
Seminary, May, 1871", "An Address to the Christian Women of America", "Letter Eighteenth. Statistics of
Female Health."
21. BEECHER, Catherine E[sther] (1800-1878). AN ESSAY ON SLAVERY AND ABOLITIONISM;
with references to the duty of American Females. Philadelphia: Henry Perkins, Boston: Perkins &
Marvin, 1837. First Edition. Small, 8vo, pp. 152. Bound in little rubbed, stained and rippled green cloth, a
good copy in the original binding. Tipped in is the signature of John Brown Francis, former Governor of
Rhode Island and member of the US Senate. Rare, we have never had this book before. Afro-Americana
1014. [59139] $500.00
Written as a letter in answer Angelina Grimke's call for development of abolitionist societies and antislave agitation, Beecher calls on women to go slow and while acknowledging the horrors of slavery,
argues that agitation will only make things worse for slaves and inflame the slave owning states. Beecher
was the oldest child of preacher Lyman Beecher an the sister of novelist Harriet Beecher Stowe. Beecher
wrote a number of books on religion and education that stressed the need to educate women for their
domestic role but stopped short of expanding the sphere of women outside of the home. She did not
support woman suffrage.
THE FIRST ORDAINED WOMAN MINISTER OF A RECOGNIZED DENOMINATION IN
THE UNITED STATES.
22. BLACKWELL, Antoinette Brown. THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF IMMORTALITY. NY: Putnam,
1876. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 324. Ex-library copy with bookplate on the front paste down, wear at the
extremities of the spine, small label on lower spine, library stamp on corner of title-page and a couple of
places in the text, spine cloth repaired, actually a pretty clean copy for all of that. Scarce. [56905] $650.00
After fighting to study for the ministry at Oberlin College, Blackwell (1815-1921) followed a successful
career as a lecturer, speaking on woman's rights, anti-slavery, and temperance in Pennsylvania, Ohio,
New England and New York. before being finally ordained as a minister of the First Congregational
Church, Wayne County, NY. She was the first ordained woman minister of a recognized denomination in
the United States. She stayed in the official ministry only a year, being dismissed at her own request in
July of 1854. She continued to lecture on the same platform with Susan B. Anthony and Amelia Bloomer
and was very active in the woman suffrage movement. She published 11 books [which] ... are a religious
and philosophical exploration of the universe, society and woman's role ...[Blaine p. 101]. "It cannot be
doubted that the great question of to-day, for Science and Religion equally, pertains to the nature and to
the duration of Personal Life. The inquiry embraces all lives; our own, and those of other beings who are
either above or below mankind in the scale of existence; but who may possess, like ourselves, the similar
attribute of an individualized consciousness."

23. [BLACKWELL]. MCCONNELL, Francis John. BORDEN PARKER BOWNE, his life and
philosophy. NY: Abingdon Press, (1929). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 291. A very good copy. Alice Stone
Blackwell's copy with her ownership signature. [10385] $125.00
Bowne (1847-1910) was a Methodist clergyman and philosopher. He headed the philosophy department
at Boston University and was the dean of the graduate school there. He opposed mechanistic determinism
and developed a philosophy of Personalism[DAB]. Bowne openly supported woman suffrage in his Ethics
(1892) and conducted the funeral services for Blackwell's father, Henry.
24. BLEASE, W[alter] Lyon. THE EMANCIPATION OF ENGLISH WOMEN. London: Constable,
1910. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 281. Bound in blue cloth stamped in gilt. Front hinge tender, a very good
copy. [31535] $150.00
An attempt to describe the long struggle that women have made for their emancipation by a supporter of
the movement. Chapters deal with women to the restoration of 1750, the beginning of reform, Mary
Wollstonecraft, and woman suffrage. With a bibliography and index.
25. BRECKINRIDGE, Sophonisba P. MADELINE McDOWELL BRECKINRIDGE; A Leader in the
New South. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, (1921). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 275. A very good copy.
Little worn at the extremities of the spine, o/w a very good tight copy. [47835] $75.00
A portrait of the distinguished woman by her sister-in-law. Madeline Breckinridge grew up at the family
home, Ashland, built by her famous great- grandfather Henry Clay. In 1898, she married Desha
Breckinridge, the editor of the Lexington Herald and brother of Sophonisba Breckinridge. She was chair
of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs from 1908-1912. During this time she successfully pushed
for the passage of legislation allowing women to vote in school board elections. She was president of the
Kentucky Equal Rights Association for two separate terms and vice-president of the National Women's
Suffrage Association. The importance of her efforts in the fight for women's suffrage cannot be overstated
by those in Kentucky and the rest of the nation. She died in November of 1920, shortly after the
ratification of the 19th Amendment, and after she cast her first and only vote.
26. BROCKETT MD., L[inus] P[ierpont]. WOMAN: her rights, wrongs, privileges, and
responsibilities. Containing a sketch of her condition in all ages and countries . .. her present legal status
... her relations to man ... her ability to fill the enlarged sphere of duties and privileges claims for her, her
true position in education, professional life, employments, and wages, considered. Woman Suffrage, its
folly and inexpediency ... Cincinnati: Howe's Subscription, 1869. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 447. Illustrated
with full page engravings. Lacks the tissue covering the frontispiece. Brown cloth, stamped in gilt and
blind, some faded, a very good tight copy. With the pencil ownership signature on the end paper of Harry
S. Z. Matthias, editor of the Weekly Review in Galion, Ohio. Krichmar 1489. [58636] $450.00
Brockett examines the whole question of the political, social and economic status of women and uses
scriptural history as the basis of his analysis; arriving at a conclusion against woman suffrage and for a
traditional role for women.
27. BROWN, Olympia. ed. DEMOCRATIC IDEALS, A Memorial Sketch of Clara B. Colby edited by
... [Racine, WI: : Carrie Stebbins?, 1917]. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 116. Blue cloth stamped in gilt on the
cover. With a frontis portrait of Colby. The title-page reproduces a small map of the country showing
which states have accepted woman suffrage. A very nice copy. Krichmar 4588. [47629] $450.00
Brown was born in Kalamazoo, MI. and was a Universalist minister and woman suffragist. She studied at
Mt. Holyoke and Antioch. She was the first woman to be ordained by full denominational authority. In
1866, she became a charter member of the American Equal Rights Assoc. and a founder of the N. E.
Woman Suffrage Assoc. In 1878 she moved to Wisconsin and became President of the Wisconsin Woman
Suffrage Assoc. She remained President until 1912. She traveled throughout the state organizing suffrage
clubs. Colby served for 13 years as president of the Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association and published

the weekly Woman's Tribune, the official organ of the National Woman Suffrage Association. In her later
years she worked with the Federal Suffrage Association and its president Olympia Brown.
28. BUSHMAN, Claudia L. A GOOD POOR MAN'S WIFE; Being a Chronicle of Harriet Hanson
Robinson and Her Family in Nineteenth-Century New England. Hanover: University Press of New
England, 1981. First edn. 8vo, pp. 276. Fine in dj. Name on title-page, IP @$80. [11412] $35.00
* A biography of the noted mill girl and author of Loom and Spindle, etc. Robinson moved to Lowell, MA
at the age of six and went to work in the mill at ten. As an adult she was active in the woman suffrage
movement.
29. BUSHNELL, Horace. WOMAN SUFFRAGE; reform against nature. NY: Scribner, 1869. First
Edition. 8vo, pp. 184 + ads. Bound in publisher's green cloth, lacks a 1/2 inch of the cloth at the bottom of
the spine, small piece at the top. Ex-libris with a labels on the front paste downs and pocket in the rear.
Couple of small stamps, a good copy. Krichmar 1500. [49133] $125.00
The radical theologian asserts that government belongs to men.
ONE OF 1000 NUMBERED COPIES
30. CATT, Carrie Chapman and SHULER, Nettie Rogers. WOMAN SUFFRAGE AND POLITICS,
the inner story of the Suffrage Movement. NY: Scribner, 1923. First edition. Limited to 1000 copies
specially printed and reserved for those whose contributions in work or money made the winning of
woman suffrage possible. 8vo, pp. 504. Index. Bound in original cloth,, a very good copy. (Most of these
tend to be in poor condition, this is better than most.) [54484] $300.00
Catt and Shuler were both instrumental in the organizing of the last years before passage of the Suffrage
Amendment. A summary of the 72 year campaign.
31. CATT, Carrie Chapman, and Nettie Rogers Shuler. WOMAN SUFFRAGE AND POLITICS; The
inner story of the Suffrage Movement. NY: Scribner's, 1923. First Edition. 8vo, pp. xii, 504. Chronology,
index. Blue cloth stamped in silver. Pieces of dj laid in. Catt's signature on flyleaf. A very good copy.
Laid in is a ribbon from the "American Youth Party" Woman Suffrage Day (1-1/2 x 6 in) July 7, [19]07
(torn at the extremities but not affecting any text). [51589]
$750.00
Catt and Shuler were both instrumental in the organizing of the woman's movement before passage of the
Suffrage Amendment. A summary of a 72 year campaign.
32. CATT, Carrie Chapman, and Nettie Rogers Shuler. WOMAN SUFFRAGE AND POLITICS; The
inner story of the Suffrage Movement. NY: Scribner's, 1923. First Edition. 8vo, pp. xii, 504. Chronology,
index. Blue cloth stamped in silver, name on end paper. spine faded. a very good copy. [56469] $250.00
Catt and Shuler were both instrumental in the organizing of the woman's movement before passage of the
Suffrage Amendment. A summary of a 72 year campaign.
33. CATT, Mrs. [Carrie] Chapman. TLS, 1 (8-1/2 x 11 in) sheet, February 6, 1922 on the stationary of
the National American Woman Suffrage Association. Catt sends a maxim to the Senior High School in
Trenton, NJ: "Always think in terms of triumph. Make the enemies of progress think in terms of defeat."
[38174] $425.00
Carrie Chapman Catt (1859-1947) was born in Wisconsin. Active in the Iowa Woman Suffrage
Association, she became President of the National Woman Suffrage Association and later President of the
International Woman Suffrage Alliance (1904-1923). She was a leader in the movement that resulted in
the adoption of the 1920 woman suffrage amendment.
34. [CODMAN, John, NUNN, Henry, SHAW, William, SLEEPER, Henry. YOUR VOTE SHOULD
HELP TO DEFEAT JOHN W. WEEKS; for the United States Senate at the election November 5th.

[Boston?: 1914?]. Broadside, 12 x 6 in., split at one of the folds. The top 3/4 is tanned. Good. [54513]
$50.00
John Wingate Weeks (1860 – 1926) was an American politician in the Republican Party. He served as the
Mayor of Newton, Massachusetts from 1902 to 1903, a United States Representative for Massachusetts
from 1905 to 1913, as a United States Senator from 1913 to 1919, and as Secretary of War from 1921 to
1925. He was an early supporter of Warren Harding and was a member of Harding's cabinet. The
broadside indicates that one of the reasons to vote against Weeks was that he voted against equal
suffrage amendment in 1919.
35. CORELLI, Marie [Mary Mackay] 1855-1924, Best selling novelist, spiritualist and musician. ALS;
One page, Nov 26, 1894. "Private. Dear Mr. Lawrence Trellie. I do not know if `patriotisim' is in your
line of composition, but if so you might like to get the enclosed, as the hour is ripe for such a song if
boldly and "cathchingly" done. Yours in haste, Marie Carelli. [42124] $50.00
Corelli began a career as a pianist and later became a novelist. Her The Sorrows of Satan (1895), was
the first English best seller. Although Corelli did not support woman suffrage, "she believed in female
superiority and her own genius" [Blain p. 238].
36. COTT, Nancy F. editor. HISTORY OF WOMEN IN THE UNITED STATES; Historical Articles
on Women's Lives and Activities. London, etc.: Saur, 1993-1994. 8vo, 20 books in 28 volumes. Bound in
green cloth,a fine set. "This series brings together a collection of outstanding articles from the field,
almost all written in the past 20 years and more than half written in the 1980's. It reprints only articles that
were written in journals. The coverage extends from the Revolutionary war to the 1960's. [46166]
$1,250.00
The volumes are: 1. Theory and Method in Women's History, parts 1,2; 2. Household Constitution and
Family Relationships. 3. Domestic Relations and the Law. 4. Domestic Ideology and Domestic Work,
parts 1 & 2. 5. The Intersection of Work and Family Life, parts 1 & 2. 6. Working on the Land. 7.
Industrial Wage Work, parts 1 & 2. 8. Professional White Collar Employments, parts 1 & 2. 9.
Prostitution. 10. Sexuality and Sexual Behavior. 11. Women's Bodies: Health and Childbirth. 12.
Education. 13. Religion. 14. Intercultural and Interracial Relations. 15. Women and War. 16. Women
Together: Organizational Life. 17. Social and Moral Reform, parts 1 & 2. 18. Women and Politics, parts
1 & 2. 19. Woman Suffrage, parts 1 & 2. 20. Feminist Struggles for Sex Equality.
37. CURTIS, George William. ORATIONS AND ADDRESSES OF... Vol. I: On the principles and
character of American institutions, and the duties of American citizens, 1856-1891. Vol. II: Addresses
and reports on the reform of the civil service of the United States. Vol. III: Historical and memorial
addresses. NY: Harper, 1894. First Edition. Three volumes. 8vo, pp. vii, 498; vii, 527; vi, 407. Index.
Edited by Charles Eliot Norton. Inscribed by Norton on half-title of Vol. I. Frontis portrait in Vol. III.
Errata slip in Vol. II. TEG, rust cloth. Partially unopened. Hinges tender in Vol. I, corners of covers little
bumped , spine little soiled and rubbed on Vol. I, o/w a VG set. [42331] $150.00
An author and orator, Curtis spoke forcefully and often for woman suffrage and education, for political
and social reform and free speech, and against slavery. He spent two years at Brook Farm, and was
president of the National Civil-Service Reform League from 1881 until his death in 1892. His style is
pithy and direct. Curtis was the editor of Harper's Weekly.
38. DALL, Caroline Ed. A PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATION OF 'WOMAN'S RIGHT TO LABOR";
or, A letter from Marie E. Zakrzewska, M.D.... Boston: Walker, Wise, 1860. First Edition. Small 8vo, pp.
167. Brown cloth. Ex library, with labels on cover, stamps in interior, and bookplate on flyleaf. Cover
worn at ends of spine, scuffed at edges, a little foxing on end leaves, o/w VG. [49038] $85.00
Ms. Zakrzewska was founder and resident physician at New England Hospital for Women and Children
(1862-1902). This is a story of her struggle for education and work. Caroline Dall was an active worker

in the woman suffrage movement. Her best known work was "The College The Market and The Court."
She was also one of the organizers of the second woman suffrage convention, in Worcester, MA .
39. DALL, Caroline H. BARBARA FRITCHIE, A Study. Boston: Roberts, 1893. Reprint. 8vo, pp. 99.
Little soiled rose cloth, a good copy in original cloth. Inscribed by the author: "To A. P. Weeks from
Caroline H. Dall in greatful remembrance of kindly & willing service. Boston June 93" [47968] $250.00
This is a biographical essay about the devout Maryland patriot who waved an American flag at passing
Confederate soldiers. She was immortalized in a poem by J. G. Whittier.
40. DALL, [Caroline Healey]. HISTORICAL PICTURES RETOUCHED; a volume of miscellanies.
in two parts : studies; fancies. Boston and London: Walker, 1860. First Edition. 8vo, (403pp) original
brown cloth (rubbed and worn at the extremities of the spine and the tips of the covers,), leaves little
toned, a good tight copy. Not in Krichmar. Scarce. [47945]
$300.00
Includes chapters on the women of Montefeltro, and Bologna; contributions of women to medicine, duties
and influence of women, and notes on Margaret Fuller's "The Great Lawsuit". Dall was a student of
Margaret Fuller and had a great influence on the woman's movement with her books on women, the right
to labor and the law. This is a scarce work and only the third copy that we have handled (the last copy we
had was in 1994).
41. [DALL], Caroline W. Healey. MARGARET AND HER FRIENDS; or Ten Conversations with
Margaret Fuller upon the mythology of the Greeks and its expression in art. Held at the house of the Rev.
George Ripley, Bedford Place, Boston, beginning March 1, 1841. reported by ... Boston: Roberts, 1895.
First Edition. 8vo, pp. 162. Bound in brown cloth stamped in gilt. A near fine copy. BAL 6510. Scarce.
[58147] $400.00
Dall was an early student of Margaret Fuller and attended these conversations to answer the questions:
"What were we born to do?" and "How shall we do it?" According to the author, these were the only
attempts to record these talks.
42. DE LEON, Daniel. THE BALLOT AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE. NY: New York Labor News
Company, 1935. First Edition. Small 8vo, pp. 48. Paper wraps. Cover a little smudged, o/w a nice copy.
[58189] $35.00
An address at Cooper Union on woman suffrage on May 8, 1909.
43. DORR, Rheta Childe. SUSAN B ANTHONY, the woman who changed the mind of a nation,
illustrated from photographs, with an index. NY: Stokes, 1928. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 367. Krichmar
4440. Spine little faded, o/w a very good copy. [33828] $75.00
Lecturer and reporter, Mrs. Dorr, was an avid supporter of the suffrage movement. A biography.
44. DORR, Rheta Childe. WHAT EIGHT MILLION WOMEN WANT. Boston: Small, Maynard,
(1910). First Edition. 8vo pp. 339. Black cloth stamped in gilt. Illustrated. Ex library with stamps and
bookplate. Cover somewhat scuffed at edges, front flyleaf missing, but a VG tight copy. [49214] $50.00
Active in the suffrage movement and the Women's Political Union, Dorr was woman's editor of the Sat.
Evening Post.
45. DuBOIS, Ellen Carol. HARRIOT STANTON BLATCH AND THE WINNING OF WOMAN
SUFFRAGE. New Haven: Yale University, (1997). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 353. Illustrated with
photographs. Fine in dj. [33722]
$25.00
Blatch (1856-1940) was a daughter of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and played an essential role in the winning
of women's rights in the U.S.

46. DUBOIS, Ellen Carol. FEMINISM AND SUFFRAGE: The emergence of an independent women's
movement in America, 1848-1869. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University, (1978). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 220.
Some slight spotting on edges, o/w a nice copy in little chipped dj. [33719]
$25.00
The author argues that woman suffragism ranks with the black liberation and labor movements as a
major democratic reform effort in American history.
47. DUNIWAY, Abigail Scott. FROM THE WEST TO THE WEST. Across the plains to Oregon.
With frontispiece in color. Chicago: McClurg, 1905. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 311. Pictorial cloth, hinge
repaired, cloth of the binding rubbed, good only. Inscribed by the author: "Yours for liberty | Abigail
Scott Duniway" [31738]
$450.00
A scarce novel of the Oregon Trail by the noted Pacific Northwestern editor and woman suffrage
advocate. An Oregon pioneer and woman suffrage leader, Duniway (1834-1915) was born in Illinois
before traveling by covered wagon along the Oregon Trail. She supported her family, after the death of
her husband, by running a boarding school, writing and later editing the woman suffrage newspaper, The
New Northwest, which she sold on horseback throughout the area. See NAW.
48. DUNIWAY, Abigail Scott. PATH BREAKING, an autobiographical history of the equal suffrage
movement in Pacific Coast States. (Portland: By the author, 1914). Second edition. 8vo, 297 pp. Covers
little bowed and soiled, a very good copy. Scarce. Krichmar 4638. [36034]
$200.00
Mrs Duniway (1834-1915) was born near Groveland, Il. She traveled to Oregon by wagon train and and
co-founded the State Equal Suffrage Assoc. She published the suffrage paper, The New Northwest in
1871. She remained the hardiest and most tireless worker the western states produced ... [Flexner p.
159].
49. FIELD, Sara Bard. DARKLING PLAIN. NY: Random, 1936. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 92. Owner's
name on flyleaf, o/w VG in price-clipped and slightly browned dj. [31754]
$35.00
Includes a preface: Note to fellow Marxists, in which she explains that, even if a poet does not write in an
overtly political way, the work still serves as a challenge to a "sick society." Field was active in women's
causes in the Western U.S., including suffragist struggles, the National Woman's Party, and the Woman's
League for Peace and Freedom.
50. FIELD, Sara Bard. THE PALE WOMAN; And other poems. NY: William Edwin Rudge, 1927.
First Edition. 8vo, pp. 81. Textured paper over boards, cloth spine. Small piece missing from the margin
of one page, o/w VG in plain dj. [31764]
$45.00
Field was active in women's causes in the Western U.S., including suffragist struggles, the National
Woman's Party, and the Woman's League for Peace and Freedom.
51. FLEXNER, Eleanor. CENTURY OF STRUGGLE; The woman's rights movement in the United
States. Cambridge MA: Harvard University, 1975. Revised edition. Large 8vo, pp. 405. Illustrated with
photographs and drawings. A nice copy in chipped dj. [33569] $25.00
52. GARRISON JR., Wm. Lloyd. A PLEA FOR UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE. [Boston: Woman's
Journal, 1881]. Broadsheet, (9-1/4 x 7 in.), lacks a piece along the upper margin, not affecting the
letterpress. Scarce. [44640]
$85.00
A speech by the important abolitionist, supporter of woman suffrage delivered at Portland, Oregon,
October 20, 1881. Garrison was a dedicated fighter for the abolition of slavery, and also for women's
rights, civil rights and religious reform. Garrsion (1805-1879) was the editor of The Liberator. He was
the founder of the American Anti-Slavery Society and its president from 1843-65.

53. GARRISON JR., Wm. Lloyd. A PLEA FOR UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE. Portland: Woman
Suffrage Assoc, 1881. Square 8vo, 2pp. A speech by the important abolitionist, supporter of woman
suffrage. Scarce. [1160]
$45.00
54. GORDON, Ann D., ed. THE SELECTED PAPERS OF ELIZABETH CADY STANTON AND
SUSAN B. ANTHONY. Volume 5: Their Place inside the Body-Politic 1887 to 1895. New Brunswick,
NJ: Rutgers University Press, (2009). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 769. New in dj. At the new price. [47980]
$70.00
This is the fifth volume of what will be a 6-volume set. This volume opens just after the US Senate voted
against a Constitutional Amendment and ends with Stanton's 80th birthday. " A remarkable and
indispensable work. A great addition to the scholarship of the woman suffrage movement.
55. GRIMES, Alan P. THE PURITAN ETHIC AND WOMAN SUFFRAGE. NY: Oxford, 1967.
First Edition. 8vo, pp. 159. Includes index and notes. Gray cloth. Edges slightly spotted, a few leaves
have been dog-eared, o/w a VG tight copy in scuffed, soiled and chipped dj. [49940]
$45.00
Grimes, a professor at Michigan State, looks at the woman suffrage movement as a nativist force used to
combat the growing political power of immigrants.
56. GRIMKE, Sarah M[oore], Translator. JOAN OF ARC. A BIOGRAPHY, translated from the
French. Boston: Adams, 1867. First Edition. 12mo, pp. 108. Brown cloth stamped in blind and gilt, some
minor stains on the cover Some internal staining, a very good copy. Lacks the portrait of Joan of Arc.
Scarce. [54201]
$150.00
Grimke (1792-1873) was born of a slave holding family in the South. After moving to Phila., she became
involved with the Quakers and accompanied her sister Angelina on the abolitionist circuit. The two
sisters were the first American women to address mixed audiences and were amongst the earliest to urge
the issue of woman suffrage and the rights of women on the abolitionist movement. Early reports of
abolitionist meetings show the futility of their attempt and it wasn't until 1840, when Lucretia Mott and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton were denied representation at the world abolitionist meeting in London that these
two decided on the need for an independent woman's movement. The present work is in the main a free
translation, greatly condensed, of Lamartine's Jeanne d'Arc.
57. GURKO, Miriam. THE LADIES OF SENECA FALLS; The birth of the woman's rights
movement. NY: Schocken, (1976). First Schocken edition. 8vo, pp. 328. Includes chronology, notes, and
index. With 34 illustrations. Paper wraps. A VG tight copy. [33702]
$15.00
58. HALE, Sara Josepha. WOMAN'S RECORD; or, sketches of all distinguished women from the
creation to A. D. 1854. Arranged in four eras. with selections from female writers of every age. Illustrated
by 230 portraits, engraved on wood by Lossing and Barritt. NY: Harper, 1855. Reprint. Large 4to, pp.
904 + adv. Bound in 3/4 leather and boards (hinges rubbed). A very good copy. Scarce. See BAL 6886.
[58166] $250.00
Hale's husband died in 1822 leaving her the sole support of five small children. She turned to literature.
Hale (1788-1879) edited The Godey's Lady's Book for 40 years and supported such movements as female
education reforms, property rights for women, but was against woman suffrage. She penned the famous
"Mary had a little lamb" and wrote The Woman's Record of 1853. The present book is dedicated to the
men of America; who show, in their laws and customs, respecting women, ideas more just and feelings
more noble than were ever evinced by men of any other nation: may Woman's Record meet the approval
of the sons of the great republic; the world will then know the Daughters are Worthy of Honour.
59. HALL, Florence Howe. JULIA WARD HOWE and the Woman Suffrage Movement, a selection
from her speeches and essays, with an introduction and notes by her daughter ... Boston: Dana Estes,
(1913). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 241. A very good tight copy. BAL 9529. [54893] $150.00

60. HAMILTON, Gail. (pseud. For Mary Abigail Dodge). WOMAN'S WORTH AND
WORTHLESSNESS; The Complement to "A New Atmosphere" NY : Harper & Brothers, 1872. First
Edition. 8vo, pp. 291 + adv. Bound in green cloth stamped in gilt and black, little rubbed at extremities, a
near fine copy. [58624] $225.00
The well known essayist supports extending educational opportunities for women, but opposed the woman
suffrage movement. She attacks the view that women are constitutionally weaker than men and limited to
the domestic sphere. She calls for liberal education with open occupational opportunities. She did not
believe that woman suffrage would solve the problem of economic discrimination and favored indirect
political influence for women. Dodge was a teacher at the Hartford Female Seminary, later moving to
Washington DC and writing under her pseudonym. "In "Woman's Worth and Worthlessness" Miss Dodge
moved to a stronger condemnation of woman suffrage on the grounds that it would impose a horrible
burden on the sex whose proper - and superior role - was that of providing spiritual guidance to society,
particularly through the family. There women should reign supreme, exacting courteous considerations
from husbands, who, Miss Dodge felt, were prone to delusions of superiority and acts of unconsidered
tyranny."[NAW: Vol. 1, page 494]
61. HAMILTON, Gail. (pseud. For Mary Abigail Dodge). WOMAN'S WRONGS: a counter-irritant.
Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1868. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 212. Brown cloth. Ex library with stamps,
bookplate and labels. Hinges tender, cover little worn at corners and ends of spine, o/w VG. [49182]
$65.00
The well known essayist supports extending educational opportunities for women, but opposed the woman
suffrage movement. She attacks the view that women are constitutionally weaker than men and limited to
the domestic sphere. She calls for liberal education with open occupational opportunities. She did not
believe that woman suffrage would solve the problem of economic discrimination and favored indirect
political influence for women. Dodge was a teacher at the Hartford Female Seminary, later moving to
Washington DC and writing under her pseudonym. See NAW.
62. HANAFORD, Phebe. FROM SHORE TO SHORE; And other poems. Boston: B. B. Russell,
1871. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 277 plus advertisements. Frontis portrait. Brown cloth, stamped in gilt.
Cover worn, one hinge slightly tender, o/w VG. [32020] $45.00
Contains a short biography of Hanaford in addition to the poems, many of which have to do with the Civil
War. Hanaford was a Nantucket native. Born a Quaker, in 1866 she became the first woman to be
ordained in Massachusetts when she was called to the First Universalist Church in Hingham. Thereafter
she served several New England churches. She was active in the temperance and suffrage movements,
and wrote copiously for periodicals, as well as publishing ten books, among them a biography of Lincoln.
63. HARPER, Ida Husted. THE LIFE AND WORK OF SUSAN B. ANTHONY, Including public
addresses, her own letters and many from her contemporaries during fifty years. A story of the evolution
of woman. In two volumes. Illustrated with portraits, pictures of homes, etc. In three volumes.
Indianapolis and Kansas City: The Bowen-Merrill Co, 1899, 1898, 1908. First Edition. Large 8vo, pp.
xxiv, 1663. Three volumes, bound in heavy green cloth stamped in gilt. Rear hinge loose in volume one.
Krichmar 4442. [38168]
$500.00
This is an in-depth look at Anthony's activities by one of her co-workers. Harper co-edited The History of
Woman Suffrage and wrote a great deal on the need for woman suffrage in the US.
64. HARPER, Ida Husted. THE LIFE AND WORK OF SUSAN B. ANTHONY, Including public
addresses, her own letters and many from her contemporaries during fifty years. A story of the evolution
of woman. In two volumes. Illustrated with portraits, pictures of homes, etc. In three volumes.
Indianapolis and Kansas City: The Bowen-Merrill Co, 1899, 1898, 1908. First Edition. Large 8vo, pp.
xxiv, 1663. Three volumes, bound in heavy green cloth stamped in gilt. X-library, with the bookplate of

the Bridgewater Public Library, with the notation that the set was presented by the author, pockets
removed in the rear e.p. , stamp on the title-pages. Krichmar 4442. [49324]
$500.00
This is an in-depth look at Anthony's activities by one of her co-workers. Harper co-edited The History of
Woman Suffrage and wrote a great deal on the need for woman suffrage in the US.
65. HARPER, Ida Husted, Ed. THE HISTORY OF WOMAN SUFFRAGE, Vol V. illustrated with
copperplates and photogravure engravings. 1900-1920. NY: National American Woman Suffrage Assoc.,
(1922). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 817. Bound in publisher's cloth, bookplate removed, embossed stamp on
title page, small numeral on spine, o/w a very good tight copy. (please note we have other individual
volumes of this set, inquire) [55111] $375.00
The official, in-depth, history that reprints letters, speeches, petitions, and all the rest. An extraordinary
history.
66. HARPER, Ida Husted. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MOVEMENT FOR WOMAN
SUFFRAGE IN THE UNITED STATES. (NP: ND ca 1910). 12mo, pp. 32. Lacks the printed wraps,
disbound (spine cut off, some marginal chipping) This essay appears in the bound volume: Woman
Suffrage: History Arguments Results in a slightly different form. Since this is lacking the wraps we are
unable to determine the publication date, but assume ca 1910. [16613] $35.00
A short history by the suffrage activist/biographer of Susan B Anthony.
67. HARPER, Ida Husted. THE HISTORY OF WOMAN SUFFRAGE, edited by ... illustrated with
copperplate and photogravure engravings. in six volumes. Vol. VI. 1900-1920. (NY): Nat. American
Woman Suffrage Assoc., (1922). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 899. Bound in publisher's cloth, a very good tight
copy, better than most. [47716] $375.00
The last volume of the important series.
68. HARVEY, George. WOMEN, etc. Some leaves from an editor's diary. NY: Harper, 1908. First
Edition. 8vo, pp. 232. Brown cloth, stamped in gilt, VG. Inscribed by the author with a play on the words
"women's rights." [19145]
$85.00
A collection of essays, many of which are about women, including: The necessity of woman suffrage, The
American girls and boys, On the taxation of spinsters, of friendship among women, etc. Harvey was a
political journalist, the editor of The NY World.
69. HIGGINSON, Col. Thomas Wentworth. RULING AT SECOND-HAND; [series title] Political
Equality Series: Vol. 1, no. 9. June, 1905. 12 mo, 4pp (single 5-1/2 x 3-1/4 in sheet folded to make 4
pages). Little nicked, faded on the last page. This was abridged from "Common Sense About Women"
chapter 78. [43050]
$60.00
A pro-suffrage piece.
70. HILL, Mrs. Eliza Trask (1840-1908). THE WOMAN'S VOICE; Public School Champion. Folio,
Each issue is printed on news print and is 4 pages. May 19, 1894 through May 18, 1895. 31 issues Vol. V
#'s 20,21,23,24,25,27,29,32,34,36,37,38,39,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49; Vol VI #'1,2,3,4,56,7,11,13,20.
Several issues show marginal tears, one is torn in two along the central fold. [55129]
$450.00
Willard and Livermore, America Women pp 379-380. Mrs. Hill supported woman suffrage from a family
of anti-slavery activists. She was a teacher for 10 years and one of the first to join the Temperance Union.
She actively worked for societies that helped working women and worked for the Prohibition Party."
During the public school agitation in Boston in 1888 when twenty thousand women rescued the public
school from mismanagement, Mrs. Hill was among the leaders of the movement ... she was president of
the independent voters, a recognized powerful political organization. The need of a party organ was felt
and Mrs. Hill, unaided at first, began the publication in Boston of a weekly newspaper, which is now (sic)

cared for by a stock company of women, Mrs. Hill is (sic) editor of the paper, which is called the
"Woman's Voice and Public School Champion[ p. 380].
71. HOAR, George. WOMAN SUFFRAGE ESSENTIAL TO THE TRUE REPUBLIC; [an
address...at the annual meeting of the New England Woman Suffrage Association. Boston May 27, 1873.
Boston: Woman's Journal, 1873. First Edition]. small 4to, pp. 4. Krichmar 1722; Franklin page 45 also
lists this 4 page edition. Fine. [57703] $65.00
George Frisbie Hoar (1826 –1904) was a prominent United States politician and United States Senator
from Massachusetts. Hoar was long noted as a fighter against political corruption, and campaigned for
the rights of African Americans and Native Americans. He argued in the Senate in favor of Women's
suffrage.
72. HOLLEY, Marietta. SAMANTHA ON THE WOMAN QUESTION. NY: Revell, (1913). First
Edition. 8vo, pp. 192. "Book Sale" stamp and former owner's contemporary inscription on the end paper,
o/w a very good copy. Scarce. [54333] $75.00
"Author humorist and popularizer of woman's rights and temperance doctrines"[NAW] was widely read
as Josiah Allen's Wife. Her 20 humorous works, written in dialect belong to the tradition of Yankee
humor established before the Civil War. Holley however, took the convention a step further to present a
rustic philosopher who was a woman and who had strong opinions supporting woman's rights and
temperance.
73. HOLLEY, Marietta. SAMANTHA ON THE WOMAN QUESTION. NY: Revell, (1913). First
Edition. 8vo, pp. 192. Cover rubbed, spine lettering chipped off, good. Scarce. [54337] $65.00
"Author humorist and popularizer of woman's rights and temperance doctrines"[NAW] was widely read
as Josiah Allen's Wife. Her 20 humorous works, written in dialect belong to the tradition of Yankee
humor established before the Civil War. Holley however, took the convention a step further to present a
rustic philosopher who was a woman and who had strong opinions supporting woman's rights and
temperance.
74. HOLLISTER, Horace A. THE WOMAN CITIZEN, A Problem in Education. NY: Appleton, 1919.
First edn, 2nd printing. 8vo, pp. 308. Bound in cloth backed boards, a very good copy. [51740] $85.00
Hollister was a professor at the Univ. of Illinois and here echoes the letter of President Woodrow Wilson,
printed at the beginning of the book, as he unequivocally calls for full suffrage for women. Hollister
discusses the need of women to be able to take a full share in the civic and social life of the country,
especially in light of the service that women rendered during WWI.
75. HOOKER, J[ohn]. WOMAN SUFFRAGE AND THE MARRIAGE RELATION; (offprint) To
the Editor of the [Hartford] Courant (ca.1870). Single sheet (24 x 4 in.) on newsprint (some water stained
in the margin), a very good copy. Scarce. [16574]
$25.00
The History of Woman Suffrage (vol.II, p. 327) notes: "Mrs. [Isabella] Hooker was ably sustained in her
... position by her husband, a prominent lawyer of the state. Being equally familiar with civil and canon
law ... he was well equipped to meet opponents of the reform at every point. While Mrs. Hooker held
meetings in churches and school-houses through the state, her husband in his leisure hours sent the daily
press articles on the subject. And thus their united efforts stirred the people of the state." In this letter,
Hooker argues that easier divorce laws are not a demand of the woman suffrage movement and that it is
only Mrs Stanton who wants to change the divorce laws. He argues that the issue of divorce will remain
the same whether there is woman suffrage or not.
76. HOPKINS, Tighe. WARDS OF THE STATE: an unofficial view of prison and the prisoner.
London: Herbert and Daniel, 1913. First edn. 8vo, Pp. 340 + adv. A nice uncut copy. [9134]
$45.00

Portraits of life in jail. This includes chapters on "An American Example: The Little Mother of American
Prisons", and "The case of the woman: the suffragettes as prisoners." (30pp.)
77. HOWE, Julia Ward. Author Of "the Battle Hymn Of The Republic". (1819-1910). ALS, 2pp. on 12
x 6 in. paper with the letter of "The World's Industrial Centennial Exposition: Dept of Woman's Work,
June 5th, 1885, My dear David. In very good condition. Included is a small broadside by Howe about the
New Orleans Exposition (1884-1885), noting the need for the work of women to be represented at the
exposition. (not in BAL). Typed transcription of the letter included. [58853]
$650.00
Howe writes to "David" about deposit of her semi annual remittance where "it is drawing interest" and
noting that $50 is taken out for "dear Cory." She mentions that the "Expo is nearly stripped of all it
glories. I am waiting to see the debts of my department duly paid." She notes that she will be coming
home soon and approves of all the "bric-a-brac" she mentioned from Howe's dear brother.
Howe is best remembered for "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" but she was also a life-long reformer
and activist. She was active in the American Woman Suffrage Association, Sorosis, The Women's Clubs
and a host of other organizations. She was the first woman elected to the American Academy of Arts and
Letters (in 1908).
78. HOWE, Julia Ward. Author Of "the Battle Hymn Of The Republic". (1819-1910). ALS, 2pp. to
Miss Gilder; March 17, 1909, written when she was 90. Some fading from framing, marginal repairs
with tape, good. Howe describes a photo for publication, explaining part of her family tree: "Henry Shaw,
son of my grand daughter, Julia Ward Richards and Carlton Shaw, her husband ... I have no objection to
giving his name to the magazine ..." [38177]
$600.00
Written in a strong hand, just a year before her death. Howe is best remembered for "The Battle Hymn of
the Republic" but she was also a life-long reformer and activist. She was active in the American Woman
Suffrage Association, Sorosis, The Women's Clubs and a host of other organizations. She was the first
woman elected to the American Academy of Arts and Letters (in 1908).
79. INGERSOLL, H. C. PETITION OF ... praying that the right of suffrage be granted to women in the
District of Columbia. Washington, DC: Senate, 1870. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 2. Removed. 41st Congress,
2d session, Mis. Doc. no. 47. Very good copy. [54507] $75.00
80. JOHNSON, Oakley C., ed. AN AMERICAN CENTURY; The recollections of Bertha W. Howe
1966-1966. NY: Humanities Press, 1966. First Edition. 8vo, pp. x, 142. Index. Illustrated with
photographs. Dark blue cloth. Top edges and cover lightly spotted, o/w a VG tight copy. [50145] $35.00
A short biography, an interview, and several articles by Howe, who was a socialist and an activist in
women's suffrage and other reform causes.
81. KATZENSTEIN, Caroline. LIFTING THE CURTAIN, the state and national woman suffrage
campaigns in Pennsylvania as I saw them. Philadelphia: Dorrance, (1955). First edn. 8vo, pp. 376.
Illustrated. A nice copy in price-clipped and little scuffed and chipped dj. [33970]
$85.00
The author was Executive Secretary of the Pennsylvania Woman Suffrage Assoc.
82. KEATING, Edward. WOMAN SUFFRAGE, Extracts from speeches in the House of
Representatives, January 12, 1915. Self wraps (actually two 8-1/2 x 11" sheets) that were stapled, now
separate, 8pp. Very brittle pulpy paper now split at all folds (each sheet had three folds so that the item
could fit in a mailing envelope). Included is the soiled envelope with Keating's free frank, the printed
return address advertising the suffrage sheet lacks about half of the printed portion. The text seems to be
complete. [31695]
$75.00
Edward Keating was a Representative from Colorado, but born in Kansas. He was editor of the Rocky
Mountain News (1906-1911). He served in Congress from 1913-1919. Lost his re-election bid in 1919. In
this piece, being sent home to constituents, Keating argues that Colorado allows women to vote and that

it is a "symbol of human liberty ... I believe in woman suffrage because I believe in Democracy ..." An
eloquent pro-woman suffrage piece.
83. [KEITH, Rev. L. E.]. FEMALE = FILOSOFY, Fished out and fried,. Cleona PA: Holzapfel, 1894.
8vo, pp. 336. Illustrated. A VG copy, this is Vol. 1, no. 1 of The Coming Kingdon, published quarterly.
Bound in printed paper wraps. Ex library, with bookplate and stamps. Title little chipped and soiled,
edges soiled, cover somewhat worn, especially at spine, o/w VG. Krichmar 1766 (lists an Ohio imprint
with 293pp.) [49777] $85.00
A pro-suffrage volume of popular wisdom. "Why hem her in with home as "her sphere" and then withhold from her the power by which she could hinder men from placing a saloon beside her door to ruin
both? Answer: "She's nothing but a woman." Includes chapters on "The Bible and woman suffrage,
Disfranchises, rights, who are citizens, freedom and equality," Keith offers homey wisdom and answers
objections to woman suffrage, etc.
84. KEY, Ellen. THE WOMAN MOVEMENT; Translated by Mamah Bouton Borthwick, with an
introduction by Havelock Ellis. NY: Putnam's, 1912. First American edn. 8vo, pp. xvii, 224. Catalog.
Blue cloth stamped in gilt. Ex library, with stamps on edges and interior, bookplate on flyleaf. Cover little
scuffed at edges o/w a VG tight copy. [56509] $45.00
A general discussion of the movement for political equality of women by the internationally known
Swedish feminist.
85. LAIDLAW, Harriet Burton. "The Woman's Hour" (about woman suffrage); in FORUM: A
magazine for Men and Women of Affairs for November, 1916. 8vo, pp. 513-640. The Laidlaw article is
12 pages long. [34588] $35.00
The author says that now is the time for woman suffrage, offering an historical account.
86. LINDSEY, Judge Ben and George CREEL. MEASURING UP EQUAL SUFFRAGE. An
authoritative estimate of results in Colorado. Extracted from an article in the February, 1911 Delineator.
Harrisburg: Penn. Woman Suffrage Assoc., (1914?). 12mo, pp. 32. Printed wraps. [34344]
$75.00
Colorado adopted an equal suffrage law in 1893. The pamphlet notes that the Penn. Legislature has
passed the Constitutional amendment and that when it is approved by the next Legislature, it will go the
voters in 1915.
87. LIVERMORE, D[aniel] P[arker]. (1818-1897). ARGUMENTS AGAINST WOMAN
SUFFRAGE BY REV. H. M. DEXTER, D. D. (1821-1890). carefully examined and completely
answered. Boston: Cupples, Upham, 1886. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 112, Front cover chipped & stained,
lacking rear. A good copy. Scarce. Not in Krichmar, OCLC locates just 4 copies (CT, Chicago, Stowe
Center and U of Toronto). [48015]
$125.00
Rev. Livermore, of Melrose, MA., was active in the Massachusetts woman suffrage movement and here
answers the arguments of prominent anti-suffrage writer Rev. Dexter. He published a similar volume the
previous year attacking the anti-suffrage views of Clara Leonard, Kate G. Wells, George G. Crocker, etc.
88. LIVERMORE, Mary A. MY STORY OF THE WAR: A woman's narrative of four years personal
experience as nurse in the Union Army, and in relief work at home, in hospitals, camps, and at the front,
during the War of the Rebellion. With anecdotes, pathetic incidents, and thrilling reminiscences
portraying the lights and shadows of hospital life and the sanitary service of the war. Superbly illustrated
with portraits and numerous full-page engravings on steel, and fine chromolithograph plates. Hartford
CT: Worthington, 1889. 8vo, pp. 700. Illustrated, with those showing the Union battle-flags in color.
Bound in publisher's cloth, (lacks the front end paper), a good copy. [56498]
$75.00
The author was a correspondent and a nurse. She served in relief organizations and on the Sanitary
Commission, where she was in charge of dispensing medical stores. She wrote letters and sketches about

the war to many periodicals, including her husband's newspaper in Chicago and was, later, the publisher
of The Revolution and was an active woman suffrage organizer.
89. LIVERMORE, Mary A. ALS, 1pp. Bergen, NY, September 23, 1890, discussing her travel plans
leaving Rochester and arriving in Medina, NY. Three scotch-taped remnants, very good. [33889] $150.00
Livermore (1820-1905) had a varied career as a writer, worker for the Sanitary Commission during the
Civil War, editor, and mother. After her Civil War experience, she became convinced of the need for
women to be active in politics. She convened a woman suffrage convention in Chicago in 1886 and
established a suffrage newspaper, The Agitator. She was then offered the editorship of The Woman's
Journal and was a founder of the Mass. Woman Suffrage Assoc. For the next 23 years, she was on the
lecture circuit.
90. LIVERMORE, Mary A. (1820-1905). CLIPPED SIGNATURE, Boston, Nov 10, 1870. Civil War
worker, suffrage leader and lecturer, editor of The Woman's Journal, and publisher of The Revolution.
[14909] $45.00
91. LIVERMORE, Mary. THE STORY OF MY LIFE, or the sunshine and shadow of seventy-five
years ... A narrative of her early life and struggles for education, three years experience as an army nurse .
.. 25 years experiences on the lecture platform ... to which is added six of her most popular lectures.
Hartford, CT: A. D. Worthington, 1897. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 730. Illustrated. Blue cloth, front hinge
tender, little soiled, small piece chipped from the spine, a very good copy. [41812]
$65.00
Autobiography of the important feminist lecturer and reformer. Livermore was publisher of The
Revolution and was an active woman suffrage organizer. The lectures include: "What shall we do with
our daughters?" and "Concerning Husbands and Wives."
92. LOGAN, Olive. BEFORE THE FOORLIGHTS AND BEHIND THE SCENES; A Book About
"The Show Business" in all its branches: from puppet shows to grand opera; from Mountebanks to
Menageries; from learned pigs to lecturers; from burlesque blondes to Actors and Actresses: with some
observations and reflections (original and reflected) on Morality and Immorality in amusements: thus
exhibiting the "Show World" as Seen From Within, through the eyes of the former actress, as well as
from Without, through the eyes of the Present Lecturer and Author. Philadelphia: Parmelee & Co, 1870.
First Edition. 8vo, pp. 612. Engraved frontis portrait, 55 illustrations. Bound in green cloth stamped in
blind and gilt (rubbed), especially along the top of the spine, a very good copy. [58911] $225.00
Actress, lecturer, and author, Logan was born in Elmira, New York in a stage family. She was an early
advocate of woman suffrage and attended the Equal Rights Convention in 1869. This is one of several
books she wrote about the theater. See NAW, History of the Woman Suffrage Movement, Vol II, pp 385 386. Not in Gerrittsen Collection.
93. LONG, Priscilla. MOTHER JONES, WOMAN ORGANIZER; And her relations with miners'
wives, working women, and the suffrage movement. Cambridge MA: Red Sun, (1976). First Edition. 8vo,
pp. 40. Notes. Illustrated with photographs. Paper wraps. Cover slightly scuffed, edges little spotted, o/w
a VG tight copy. [49445]
$15.00
94. LUNARDINI, Christine A. FROM EQUAL SUFFRAGE TO EQUAL RIGHTS; Alice Paul and
the National Woman's Party, 1910-1928. Lincoln, NE: toExel, (2000). 8vo, pp. 230. Includes index,
bibliography, and notes. Paper wraps. Nice.
[33596]
$15.00
95. LUNARDINI, Christine A. FROM EQUAL SUFFRAGE TO EQUAL RIGHTS; Alice Paul and
the National Woman's Party, 1910-1928. NY: NY University, 1986. First Edition. ISBN: 0-8147-5022-2.

8vo, pp. xx, 230.Appendices, notes, bibliography, index. Brown cloth. A nice copy in little chipped and
somewhat faded dj. [50883]
$25.00
96. LYTTON, Constance (Lady) and Jane Wharton, spinster. PRISONS & PRISONERS, some
personal experiences. With portraits. NY: Doran, (1914). First US Edition. 8vo, pp. 337. Frontis portrait.
The UK sheets with a US title page. Contemporary name on e.p. Toned portion of the fly leaf. A near fine
copy in its printed dj (lacks about a half inch at the top of the spine, affecting some of the printing).
[58652] $325.00
A militant suffragette, Lytton (1869-1923) was a member of the Women's Social and Political Union and
was frequently imprisoned for her activities. As an upper class woman, she received preferential
treatment and was released whenever she went on a hunger strike. She therefore, disguised herself and
was arrested as Jane Warton, a seamstress, being force fed so violently, that she suffered a stroke that
partially paralyzed her.
97. MACKENZIE,Midge. SHOULDER TO SHOULDER; A documentary. [NY]: Knopf, 1975. First
American edn. 4to, pp. 341. Paper wraps. A few very small chips to cover, o/w a nice copy. [33576]
$20.00
A heavily-illustrated documentary, by the women involved, of the often-violent struggle in England for the
vote.
98. MASSACHUSETTS ELEPHANT, The. Published in the interests of the Republican Party. Vol. 3,
#10-12; Vol. 4 # 11. Published every month by the Massachusetts Council of Women ... Mrs. Frank B.
Hall, editor. Worcester, MA. quarto, pictorial wraps, 14pp. Some water staining, very good. 4 issues.
[34444] $65.00
This offers a wide range of political articles about Massachusetts and national politics aimed at and
having to do with the interests of women.
99. MATHEWS, Shailer, Ed. THE WOMAN CITIZEN'S LIBRARY: A Systematic Course of
Reading in Preparation for the larger citizenship. Nine of twelve volumes, fully illustrated. Chicago:
Civics Society, (1913). 8vo, Bound in publisher's cloth, a very nice set. [20713] $600.00
This is an incomplete selection of volumes from this very important set of information for the newly active
political women. Included are volumes: Vol.I, III, "Political Science" which includes a section on woman
suffrage by Carrie Chapman Catt and others; Vol. IV-VI, "Practical Politics" which includes sections on
local government, rural government, state government, federal government and governmental agencies;
Vol IX-XI "The Larger Citizenship" which includes "Why Women are Concerned With the Larger
Citizenship" by Jane Addams of Hull House, "The Ideal City" by Mrs. Imogen B. Oakley, the prevention
of vice, the child laborer, "Factory Inspection" by Florence Kelley, "Trade Unionism for Women" by
Margaret D Robins, etc. ; Vol. XII concerns "The Woman Citizen and the Home".
100. MATHEWS, Shailer, Ed. THE WOMAN CITIZEN'S LIBRARY: A Systematic Course of
Reading in Preparation for the larger citizenship. Eleven of twelve volumes, fully illustrated. Chicago:
Civics Society, (1913). 8vo, Bound in publisher's limp leather (most of the leather is missing from the
spine of volume one, other volumes show some wear), a good set. Lacks Volume 2. [44699]
$600.00
This is an incomplete selection of volumes from this very important set of information for the newly active
political women. Included are volumes: Vol.I, III, "Political Science" which includes a section on woman
suffrage by Carrie Chapman Catt and others; Vol. IV-VI, "Practical Politics" which includes sections on
local government, rural government, state government, federal government and governmental agencies;
Vol VII-VIII :"A World Review of Woman Suffrage (Carrie C. Catt ), Woman Suffrage in the US (Mary
Grey Peck),"The No Vote No Tax Movement", etc.; Vol VII is "Woman and the Law" . Vol IX-XI "The
Larger Citizenship" which includes "Why Women are Concerned With the Larger Citizenship" by Jane
Addams of Hull House, "The Ideal City" by Mrs. Imogen B. Oakley, the prevention of vice, the child

laborer, "Factory Inspection" by Florence Kelley, "Trade Unionism for Women" by Margaret D Robins,
etc. ; Vol. XII concerns "The Woman Citizen and the Home".
101. McCLYMER, John F. THIS HIGH AND HOLY MOMENT; The First National Woman's Rights
Convention, Worcester, 1850. Fort worth TX: Harcourt Brace College Publishers, (1999). First printing.
8vo, pp. xiv, 201. Index. Illustrated. Paper wraps. Cover very slightly chipped and dog-eared, occasional
markings, o/w a VG tight copy. [47931] $25.00
A collection of writings showing attitudes toward women at the time, as well as an account of the
Convention, and the reactions to it.
102. MCCRACKEN, Elizabeth. THE WOMEN OF AMERICA. NY: Macmillan, 1904. First edn. 8vo,
pp. 397. A fine copy. [12289] $65.00
An investigation of the ideals and achievements of American women, originally written for The Outlook
Company. Includes chapters on pioneer women, southern women, woman suffrage in Colorado, Club and
college women, etc.
103. McKAY, C. E., Mrs. MEMORIAL OF ... against the right of suffrage being granted to women
demonstrating against the right of suffrage being granted to women. [Washington, DC: 41st Congress, 2d
session, Mis. Doc. no.48. Senate, 1870. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 3. Removed. [54505]
$65.00
A statement against woman suffrage.
104. MEYER, Annie Nathan. THE DOMINANT SEX, a play in three acts. NY: Brandu's, 1911. First
Edition. 8vo, pp. 112. A VG copy. [40918]
$75.00
A self educated writer, Meyer was one of the moving spirits that started Barnard College. She wrote
WOMAN'S WORK IN AMERICA and was an ardent opponent of the woman's rights movement.
105. MEYNELL, Alice. POEMS. BY: Scribner's, 1913. First US Edn. 8vo, Pp. 117. Uncut, printed at
the Arden Press. The collected edition. Spine little soiled, a vg tight copy with portrait of the author by
John S. Sargent. [8772] $30.00
Essayist and journalist, Meynell (1847-1922) was educated by her father in Italy and Switzerland. Her
work was praised by Eliot, Ruskin and Rosetti. In 1895 she was nominated at Poet Laureat. She was a
staunch supporter of woman suffrage and other social reforms.
106. MEYNELL, Alice. THE RHYTHM OF LIFE; and other essays. London: John Lane and Boston:
Copeland and Day, 1896. First US Edn.,. 8vo, Pp. 106. Uncut, Faded tan cloth with most of the gold
stamping chipped. [9189]
$45.00
A Surrey-born journalist, Meynell (1847-1922) was praised by Eliot and Ruskin. She was a staunch
supporter of woman suffrage. This collection of critical essays was much praised.
107. MILL, John Stuart. THE SUBJECTION OF WOMEN. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1869. First
American edn. 8vo, 174pp. Brown cloth. Owner's name and date on blank. Cover faded and little spotted,
worn at corners and ends of spine, o/w a VG tight copy. [49181] $450.00
Mill was one of the founders of the first woman suffrage society in England. The Britannica calls this
work:"The most important theoretical statement for the cause of woman suffrage." Mill's letters of
support to the American movement continued until his death in 1873.
108. MILL, John Stuart. THE SUBJECTION OF WOMEN. NY: Appleton, 1869. First NY Edition.
(It is generally conceded that the Philadelphia, 1869 edition preceded this edition). 8vo, pp. 188. Bound in
original cloth, wear at the extremities of the spine, a very good tight copy. With the bookplate of Joseph
Albree who may have been the Pittsburgh businessman who was active in civic organizations and

supported the Union during the Civil War. He served on the executive committee of the Pittsburgh
Substance Committee which oversaw food and housing for Union soldiers. [54136]
$250.00
Mill was one of the founders of the first woman suffrage society in England. The Britannica calls this
work: The most important theoretical statement for the cause of woman suffrage. Mill's letters of support
to the American movement continued until his death in 1873.
109. [N. O. W.] NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE. np,
nd, 8 x 10-1/2 in mimeographed sheets. 4 pages. Fine copy. N.O.W was founded in 1966 by Shirley
Chisholm, Betty Friedan and Muriel Fox. This is the organizing document of the immensely influential
feminist organization offered on the 50th anniversary of its founding. The official printed version (located
just at Northwestern) is 5 pages and is titled: "Statement of purpose : adopted at the organizing conference
in Washington, D.C., October 29, 1966". This is probably and earlier version. [55990] $2,500.00
From the webpage: "As the grassroots arm of the women’s movement, the National Organization for
Women is dedicated to its multi-issue and multi-strategy approach to women’s rights. NOW is the largest
organization of feminist activists in the United States, with hundreds of thousands of contributing
members and more than 500 local and campus affiliates in all 50 states and the District of Columbia."
110. NATHAN, Maud. ONCE UPON A TIME AND TODAY. Foreword by Carrie Chapman Catt.
NY: Putnam, 1933. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 327. Illustrated. A fine copy in near fine dj. [50891] $95.00
Nathan (1862-1946) was born in New York City and a leader of the woman suffrage movement. The
daughter of Sephardic Jews, Nathan engaged in a number of charitable works. She was named director of
the Mt. Sinai Hospital nursing school and was a founder of the Consumer's League of New York. While
engaging in Lobbying in Albany she started to devote more of her time to the suffrage cause and was
vice-President of the Equal Suffrage League of NY and National American Woman Suffrage Assoc. She
organized throughout New York State and was TR's woman suffrage chief in the Bull Moose campaign.
See NAW.
111. National American Woman Suffrage Assoc. VICTORY, How women won it. A centennial
symposium 1840 - 1940. NY: Wilson, 1940. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 174. Illustrated. A very good copy.
Inscribed on the front end paper from a women to her daughter offering the inspiring example of the
women here noted. Tipped to the rear end paper is a newspaper article reporting on the symposium and
the program for the banquet and the 8 page program with an attendees two page holograph notes,
probably from Carrie Chapman Catt's speech and the program (8 pp, printed on blue paper) for the
"Eighteen Grievances and What Became of Them" This is a terrific record of the event, while the book is
relatively available, we have never seen these programs before. [56481] $425.00
A history of the 100 year struggle.
112. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE. WOMEN'S RIGHTS; Harriet Tubman. Washington DC: U. S.
Department of the Interior. Flyer, 8-1/2" by 14", accordion folded into letter size. Illustrated. A hand-out
for visitors at a national historical park in the Rochester area. It notes that Tubman's home in Auburn NY
is open to the public and gives a phone number. Nice. [34844] $10.00
A very brief bio of Tubman, giving some highlights of her life: coming of age under slavery, the
Underground Railway, her participation in the Civil War, and her political activity in later life, including
her work for the suffrage movement.
113. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE. WOMEN'S RIGHTS; Frederick Douglass and the women's rights
movement. Washington DC: U. S. Department of the Interior. Flyer, 8-1/2" by 14", accordion folded into
letter size. Illustrated. A hand-out for visitors at a national historical park in the Rochester area. Nice.
[34847] $10.00
A short bio of Douglass, focusing on his work for women's rights.

114. [NIGHTINGALE]. STRACHEY, Ray[chel]. STRUGGLE, stirring story of woman's advance in
England. NY: Duffield, 1930. First US Edn. 8vo, pp. iv, 429. Illust. VG. Ex-library with a couple of
stamps on the end paper and one on the title-page. [54821]
$225.00
A record of the change brought about by Mary Wollstonecraft, Nancy Astor, Florence Nightingale,
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, the famous Mrs. Norton, and others. The appendix includes the text of
Florence Nightingale's Cassandra that was never published separately. This was to be part of her
Suggestions for Thought to Searcher's After Religious Truth that was never published. This is a
passionate and bitter commentary on the position of women. It was privately published in 1852, but not
issued.
115. NOUN, Louise R. STRONG-MINDED WOMEN; The emergence of the woman-suffrage
movement in Iowa. Ames, Iowa: Iowa University, (1969). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 322. Includes
appendices, index, bibliography. Illustrated with photographs, cartoons, and drawings. Map on endpapers.
A nice copy in little scuffed dj. [33536] $45.00
116. NOYES, John H, ed. THE AMERICAN SOCIALIST; devoted to the enlargement and perfection
of home. Vol. 4, No. 15 April 10, 1879. Oneida, NY. Folio, unbound, a very good copy, worn. Articles on
women and the courts, women's topics, announcement of the Woman Suffrage Convention, Stanton and
Anthony, Sojourner Truth. [45637]
$15.00
Mott: "The Oneida Circular was the chief organ of the perfectionist communities founded by J. H. Noyes.
In it Noyes expounded his doctrines of spiritualism, communism, and free love: though uneven in its
editing, it was often well written and interesting"[Vol II, p. 207]. The Circular was succeeded by the
American Socialist (1876-79) also published by the Oneida group.
117. OGAN, Dora (Mrs. M. L.), Leader of the Woman Suffrage Party of the City of NY , Temporary
Chairman of the Women's Division of the Republican Organization, 22nd Assembly District. Typed
Copy of the poem, "The Noble Ten Thousand" by H. T. Newman. [NY?]: [ca 1910?]. 8-1/2 x 11 in.
sheets, 1 page each. One copy torn at folds and margins. Seven lines of crayon holograph by Ogan on the
back of part of one leaf. Seemingly unpublished. [35139]
$150.00
A delightful ten stanza poem describing a woman suffrage march: "'Mid banners, green and purple and
white | with yellow sashes, flashing in the sun, | The women march in never-ending line, | On the fairest of
fair days in May." We have not been able to find any information of Newman.
118. PANKHURST, E. Sylvia. THE LIFE OF EMMELINE PANKHURST, the suffragette struggle
for women's citizenship. Bsn and NY: Houghton Mifflin, 1936. First American edn. 8vo, pp. 180. Bound
in orange cloth hand printed paper label, a very good copy. [46788]
$85.00
A biography of the English woman suffrage activist.
119. PANKHURST, E. Sylvia. THE SUFFRAGETTE MOVEMENT, an intimate account of persons
and ideals, with illustrations. London: Longmans, Green, 1932. Second edn, reissued. 8vo, pp. 631.
Frontis portrait, bookplate and small name sticker on the end paper, another removed from a front blank,
o/w A fine copy without dj. Scarce. FK. [49927]
$300.00
A personal story of the bitter battle to secure woman suffrage in Gt. Britain by its most important leader.
120. PANKHURST, Richard. SYLVIA PANKHURST; Artist and crusader. NY: Paddington Press,
(1979). First American edn. 8vo, pp. 224. Illustrated with 16 color and 110 B&W plates,. Fine in slightly
scuffed dj. OP. [33575] $35.00
Pankhurst discusses his mother's artistic work and her campaigns for woman suffrage and social reform.

121. PARK, Maud Wood. FRONT DOOR LOBBY; (A vivid account of how the 19th Amendment
(woman suffrage) became a reality). edited by Edna Lamprey Stantial. Boston: Beacon Press, (1960).
First Edition. 8vo, pp. 278. A nice copy in repaired dj. OP. [27680]
$125.00
An eyewitness account of the woman suffrage campaign in Washington ... From 1917 to 1920, Maud
Wood Park was head of the devoted group of women who were mobilized to buttonhole Senators and
Representatives ... women who worked with diligence ... and finally won. She was the first president of the
National League of Women Voters and the chair of the Women's Joint Congressional Committee for
legislation of behalf of women & children.
122. PARKMAN, Francis. SOME OF THE REASONS AGAINST WOMAN SUFFRAGE. printed at
the request of an association of women. [np: nd, 1883]. Facsimile reprint. 8vo, pp. [ii],(1)-16. Printed self
wrap. An excellent copy. [55132]
$15.00
123. PAUL, Nanette B. THE GREAT WOMAN STATESMAN; Prepared for the use of the Susan B.
Anthony Wheels of the Susan B Anthony Foundation, Washington, DC. NY: Hogan-Paulus, (1925). 8vo,
pp. 169. Illustrated with photographs. Some foxing on title, o/w a VG tight copy in acrylic dj. Frontis
portrait. [33540]
$45.00
"An abstract of 'The life and work of Susan B. Anthony' by permission of the author, Ida Husted Harper."
124. PAXTON, Annabel. WOMEN IN CONGRESS. Richmond VA: Dietz, (1945). 8vo, pp. viii, 134.
Brief background and history, with bios and portraits of women in the 65th to 79th Congresses. VG in
worn dj. [43593]
$45.00
Includes a chapter on woman suffrage.
125. PELLEW, George A.M., LL.B, of the Suffolk Bar. A NEGLECTED DUTY OF THE WOMEN
OF MASSACHUSETTS. 8vo, pp. 8, stapled self wraps, little stained, contemporary name on title-page.
Offprint, reprinted from "Education," April, 1888. [22520]
$75.00
Calls on women to vote in the election for school committees. Pellew was also the author of "Woman and
the Commonwealth" and supported woman suffrage.
126. PELLEW, George. WOMAN AND THE COMMONWEALTH: or a question of expediency.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1888. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 38. Bound in cloth-backed boards with a paper
label, a VG ex-library copy. Krichmar 1904. [35828] $75.00
Pellew argues that the Municipal Suffrage Bill is a practical test for the question of Woman Suffrage as a
whole.
127. POTTER, Professor Frances Squire. THE DIRECT WAY; [series title] Political Equality Series:
Vol. IV, no. 10. Warren, OH: National American Woman Suffrage Assoc. 12 mo, 4pp (single 5-1/2 x 31/4 in sheet folded to make 4 pages). A very good copy. [43056] $35.00
128. PUTNAM-JACOBI, Mary. COMMON SENSE applied to woman suffrage. A statement of the
reasons which justify the demand to extend the suffrage to women, with consideration of the arguments
against such enfranchisement, and with special reference to the issues presented to the New York State
Convention of 1894. NY: Putnams, 1894. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 236. Rubbed and little soiled brown
cloth, front "Questions of the day leaf chipped, front hinge reglued, a good copy. Scarce. Krichmar 1754.
[59140] $275.00
Dr. Putnam-Jacobi was the leading woman physician in the US (NAW) and published numerous medical
papers. She was active in furthering the position of women in medicine and in the establishment of clinics
and hospitals for women and in the woman suffrage movement.

129. RECTOR, Kenyon Hayden. WOMEN AWAKE! Columbus: Unpublished., (ca. 1920). Only
edition. 81/2x 11 in. mimeographed sheets. 24 pp. [3642]
$200.00
Rector was from Columbus, OH, a member of the National Advisory Council of the Woman's Party and
here offers a history of the movement and calls for all women suffragists to support the work of the
National Woman's Party to push for the ratification of the suffrage amendment. She was the first licensed
female architect in the state of Ohio and in 1921 became the financial chairwoman of the party.
130. RICHMOND, Al. NATIVE DAUGHTER, the story of Anita Whitney. (San Francisco: Anita
Whitney 75th Anniversary Committee, 1942). First edn. 8vo, pp. 199. Fine in little worn dj. [20122]
$35.00
The biography of an American reform activist. Whitney started her charity work in New York City, was
active with the IWW, the early Socialist Party, the woman suffrage fight and more.
131. ROBINSON, Harriet H. LOOM AND SPINDLE; Or, life among the early mill girls. With a
sketch of "The Lowell Offering" and some of its contributors. Kailua, HI: Press Pacifica, 1976. Revised
edition of the 1898 publication. 8vo, pp. xii, 128. A nice copy in dj with taped-on glassine cover. [43474]
$20.00
Memoir of a woman who went to work in the Lowell mills in 1835 at the age of 10, at a time when
conditions there were comparatively tolerable. She went on to be active in the abolition and women's
suffrage movements.
132. ROESSING,[Jennie Bradley [Mrs. Frank M]. TLS, as Chairman of The Congressional Committee,
National American Woman Suffrage Association, Washington, DC, October 7, 1916 on Association
stationary, Dear sir ... accompanied by a blank form asking for the recipient's position of woman suffrage
and an envelope addressed to Mr. John Francis of Marion Ohio. The letter and form are 8-1/2 x 11 in. The
letter notes that Francis has not responded to an earlier inquiry and "That woman suffrage is recognized as
one of the vital questions of this year's political campaign ..." The questionnaire asks if the candidate is in
favor of woman suffrage; if he will vote in Congress to submit the amendment to the states and if
appointed to a committee with jurisdiction will he do all in his power to expedite the amendment?
Envelope soiled, sheets show old folds, very good condition. Scarce. We have never seen one of these
before. [36294] $250.00
Born in Pittsburgh, PA, Bradley was one of the organizers of the Allegheny County Equal Rights
Association and was elected President of the Pennsylvania Woman Suffrage Association in 1912. She
later became chair of the Congressional Committee under Mrs. Catt at the national level. As far as we
can tell, Mr. Francis was never a member of the US Congress.
133. RUSSELL, John R. THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER LIBRARY BULLETIN. Rochester,
NY: University of Rochester, 1948. Periodical. 8vo, pp. 20. Vol. IV, No. 1; Autumn 1948. Paper wraps.
VG. [34842] $22.50
Includes an article noting that the library has in its collection a manuscript, Report of The Woman's
Rights Convention, Rochester, 1848.
134. SCHOONMAKER, Nancy M. THE ACTUAL GOVERNMENT OF CONNECTICUT. NY:
National Woman Suffrage Publishing Co, 1919. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 119, (iii). Tan cloth. Ex library
with stamps and bookplate. Edges of cover little bumped and scuffed, o/w, very good tight copy. Not in
Krichmar. [49207]
$65.00
The author was Executive Secretary Department of Citizenship Connecticut Woman Suffrage Association.
This was prepared as a first step towards giving women their necessary civic knowledge so as to be active
voting citizens.

135. SEAWELL, Molly Elliot. THE LADIES' BATTLE. NY: Macmillan, 1911. First Edition. 12mo,
pp,119. Bound in brick red cloth, TEG, small rubbed mark on the front hinge, library book plate and
former owner’s signatures on end paper, a very good tight copy. Krichmar 1963. [56667] $75.00
An anti suffrage tract that criticizes the suffragists for a lack of knowledge about politics. Molly Elliot
Seawell (1860-1916) was the author of forty books, including regional fiction, romances, books for boys
(primarily nautical stories), and nonfiction. She also penned political columns for newspapers in
Washington, D.C., and New York. Socially conservative, she opposed the growing woman suffrage
movement, and her consistent depictions of African Americans as servants and slaves—while acceptable
to and endorsed by much of her white readership at that time—reflected her belief that blacks were
inferior and peripheral members of society.
136. SEWALL, Samuel. THE LEGAL CONDITION OF WOMEN IN MASSACHUSETTS;
Woman's Suffrage Tracts no. 5. Boston: C. K. Whipple, 1869. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 20, self wraps, a
very good copy. The last pages list the officers and Constitution of the New England Woman Suffrage
Association. Scarce. Not in Krichmar nor Franklin. [54310]
$225.00
Sewall points out the areas of divergence between the rights of men and woman and notes that by
declaring that all men are created equal and denying suffrage to women, the Mass Constitution is
inconsistent within itself.
137. SEYMOUR, Mary F., ed. REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN,
Assembled by the National Woman Suffrage Association, Washington, D.C., U.S. of America, March 25
to April 1, 1888. Washington DC: Darby, 1888. First Edition. Large 8vo, pp. vii, 471.Appendix, index.
Rust cloth, stamped in gilt. Frontis portrait of Lucretia Mott. Ex library, with bookplate and edge stamps.
Hinges tender, owner's name on blank, cover scuffed at edges and spine, o/w VG. [49753]
$600.00
This meeting featured speeches and workshops on all aspects of female life: education, philanthropies,
industries, temperance, professions, and organizations. Participants are a veritable who's who of the
women active in the movement. Includes reports and speeches by Anna H. Shaw, Susan B. Anthony,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Ednah Cheney, Frances Willard, Mary Livermore, Helen Campbell, Julia Ward
Howe, Abby M. Diaz, Matilda J. Gage, Lucy Stone, Harriet Robinson, Antoinette Blackwell, etc.
138. SHAW, Anna Howard, and Elizabeth Jordan. THE STORY OF A PIONEER. NY: Harper,
(1915). First Edition. 8vo, pp. 337. Illustrated. Red cloth, stamped in gilt, with small portrait of the author
pasted on the front. TEG. cover very slightly worn, o/w a VG tight copy. Krichmar 5012. [33564]
$75.00
Minister and Physician, Shaw was an active suffragist. Born in Newcastle upon Tyne, Shaw (1847-1919)
emigrated to Lawrence, MA in 1851. Shaw's family were Unitarian abolitionists and their home was a
stop on the Underground Railroad. She preached her first sermon as a Methodist in 1870. She graduated
from Boston University and refused ordination until 1880 when she became the first woman ordained by
the Methodist Protestant Church. Six years later she got her MD from BU and was an organizer and
speaker for the Mass. Suffrage Assoc. She was recruited by Susan B. Anthony to the National Woman
Suffrage Assoc, became a national lecturer and was the vice president of the organization (1892-1904)
and President in 1911. She spoke throughout the nation and testified before Congress on woman suffrage.
139. [SHAW]. ANNA HOWARD SHAW MEMORIAL; of the National American Woman Suffrage
Association. (Chicago: 1920). Single folded 6'11" sheet. A fine copy. [6997]
$35.00
Reprints the resolution to establish a joint memorial to Dr. Shaw at Bryn Mawr College and Woman's
medical College of Pennsylvania.
140. THE SIXTEENTH AMENDMENT (?). (np: ca 1910?). Image (7-1/2 x 5 inches) inside a ruled
border, printed in black on toned paper. This may be have been excised from a newspaper of some such.
The image is by E.B.B. engraved by Lauderbach SC. Lacks a bit on the lower corner in the margin. A

marvelous image which shows a man sitting with a baby on his lap, cooking food on a woodstove, the
family dog at his feet, in the background, through a window we can see a woman lying under a tree
reading a book. This anti woman suffrage cartoon had the amendment number wrong as women had to
wait even longer (till 1920) for the woman suffrage amendment to pass! The 16th Amendment (adopted
in 1913) allowed for the Federal Government to levy an income tax. [56051]
$75.00
Actually the woman suffrage amendment was the 19th!
141. SMITH, Goldwin. ESSAYS ON QUESTIONS OF THE DAY; Political and social. NY:
Macmillan, 1894. Second edition, revised. 8vo, pp. xv, 384, plus advertisements. Blue cloth. Partially
unopened. Author's presentation on flyleaf . Cover little worn at edges, foxing throughout, o/w a VG tight
copy. [47379] $45.00
"The opinions of the ...writer are those of a Liberal of the old school, as yet unconverted to State
Socialism..." Includes an essay on woman suffrage.
142. SMITH, Goldwin. WOMAN SUFFRAGE; Reprinted from "Essays on questions of the day" NY:
Macmillan, 1894. First American edn. Small l8vo, pp. 183-218. Paper wraps. Slight tear on cover, o/w a
VG tight copy. [48283] $45.00
An argument against suffrage. A general discussion of the issues by the Canadian writer.
143. SMITH, Hannah Whitall. EVERY-DAY RELIGION; or The Common-Sense Teaching of The
Bible. NY, Chicago, Toronto: Revell, 1893. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 242 + adv. Bound in little worn drab
green cloth stamped in gilt, previous owner's on end paper, little pencil marginalia, a good tight copy.
[54058] $120.00
Quaker born, Smith became a revivalist preacher. This work was written during her great enthusiasm for
the "Higher Life Movement". It became a minor classic extolling the joy of the spiritual. She later became
involved in various reform movements and was an active participant in the woman suffrage movement.
The present work is a collection of bible readings for every day use.
144. STANTON, Elizabeth Cady. "The Woman Question" in THE RADICAL; a monthly magazine
devoted to religion. September, 1967. Vol. III. # 1. 8vo, pp. 64. Little chipped and worn original wraps, a
very good copy. An 8 page article. [34576]
$35.00
Also includes "Progress" translated from the French by Henry B. Blackwell, etc.
145. STANTON, Elizabeth Cady, Susah B. Anthony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage, eds. HISTORY OF
WOMAN SUFFRAGE. In three volumes. Volume II only, 1861-1876. NY: Susan B. Anthony, 1887.
8vo, pp. vii, 952. A very good copy. Illustrated with steel engravings. Maroon cloth. Cover quite scuffed
and spotted, and slightly worn at spine and corners, a little foxing, o/w VG. [49307]
$300.00
146. STANTON, Elizabeth Cady; ANTHONY, Susan B. & HARPER, Ida Husted, Ed. HISTORY OF
WOMAN SUFFRAGE ... Volume 3, 1876-1885. Salem, NH: Ayer Publishers, 1985. Reprint. large 8vo,
pp. 878. Bound in golden cloth. The third volume of this 6 volume set. [47713] $50.00
Originally intended to be just 2 volumes. This set documents in a most detailed way, the contents of the
letters speeches, negotiations, telegrams and the like that went on at the suffrage conventions, petition
campaigns and other activities.
147. STEVENS, Doris. JAILED FOR FREEDOM. NY: Liveright, (1920). First edition. 8vo, pp. 388.
Illustrated. Purple cloth. Cover little scuffed at edges, rear hinge tender, ex library with stamps inside dj
covers tipped in, pocket in rear. [49045] $45.00
The story of Alice Paul and other militant suffragists' of the Woman's Party and their work to win passage
of a national suffrage amendment (1913-1919).

148. STOCKHAM MD, Alice B. KAREZZA ETHICS OF MARRIAGE. New York: Fenno, (1903).
New and Revised Edition. 8vo, pp. 140 + adv. Little rubbed, a VG copy. Cordasco 00-5686. [54817]
$95.00
Physician, birth control advocate and feminist, Dr. Stockham wrote several books on sex and birth
control, and spoke to the Woman Suffrage National Convention of 1885. Her advocacy of an unusual
method of birth control (sometimes known as male continence) was highly controversial.
Alice Stockham, an OB-GYN, was the 5th woman to be made a doctor in the United States. She lectured
against use of corsets, made public endorsements of the healthiness of personal sexual gratification for
both men and women, advocated abstinence from alcohol and tobacco and believed in women's rights.
Karezza refers to non-religious, spiritual sexual practices that draw upon tantric (control of the orgasm
response) techniques of body control. She promoted Karezza as a means to achieve birth control, social
and political equality for women and marital pleasure and hence marital fidelity.
149. STRACHEY, Ray. FRANCES WILLARD, Her life and work, with an introduction by Lady
Henry Somerset, and eight illustrations. London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1912. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 299. Grey
cloth stamped in black and gilt. Ex-library with bookplate. A very good copy. [54789] $125.00
A biography of the noted worker for Temperance and Woman Suffrage by the important English
suffragist.
150. STRACHEY, Ray. WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE AND WOMEN'S SERVICE. The history of the
London and National Society for Women's Service. London: London and National Society for Women's
Service, 1927. First Edition. pp. 36. Illustrated. With a couple of stamps from the BBC library on the
endpapers. A very good copy. [16963] $125.00
Strachey was active in the woman suffrage movement in the UK and wrote several books, including The
Cause about her experiences. This is about an organization that grew from the first woman suffrage
committee in the UK in 1856. This committee was established to work to better the economic conditions
of women by increasing their opportunities for employment.
151. [SUFFRAGE BROCHURE]. PRESIDENT WILSON WANTS WOMAN SUFFRAGE. NY: NY
State Woman Suffrage Party, (1917). single sheet folded in four. [6269] $35.00
This calls on voters to follow the President for his support of woman suffrage. It is ironic that soon the
movement was lambasting Wilson for retreating from his position after the election.
152. [SUFFRAGE LEAFLET]. SUFFRAGE AS A WAR MEASURE. NY: NY State Woman Suffrage
Party, October, 1917. single sheet folded in four. [6276] $35.00
Notes the countries that have passed woman suffrage and argues that NY should take the step before the
end of the war.
153. [SUFFRAGE]. WILLIAMS, Jesse Lynch. A COMMON SENSE VIEW OF WOMAN
SUFFRAGE; reprinted from the Ladies World. NY: National American Woman Suffrage Assoc., nd.
12mo, 16 pp. printed wraps. Stamp of the Pennsylvania Woman Suffrage Assoc. on the cover. Fine.
[34342] $75.00
Is woman's place only in the home? Lynch won the first Pulitzer Prize in drama, in 1918 for her play
"Why Marry?"
154. SUHL, Yuri. ERNESTINE L. ROSE; and the battle for human rights. NY: Reynal, (1959). First
Edition. 8vo, pp. 310. A good copy in worn dj. Rear cover and dj water stained. [38162] $20.00
A full length biography of the important Abolitionist, feminist, advocate of free public education, and
utopian socialism.

155. SUMNER, Helen. EQUAL SUFFRAGE, the results of an investigation in Colorado made for the
Collegiate Equal Suffrage League of NY State. NY: Harper & Brothers, 1909. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 282.
label removed from the spine, A very good tight copy. Krichmar 2035. [45446] $125.00
An attempt to note the influence that equal suffrage has had on the political and social life where it has
been granted. Includes chapters on party machinery, electoral statistics, influence on legislation, women
in public office, with an appendix of documents.
156. SWISSHELM, Jane Grey. CRUSADER AND FEMINIST; Letters of ... 1858-1865. Saint Paul
MN: Minnesota Historical Society, 1934. 8vo, pp. ix, 327. Index. Edited and with an introduction by
Arthur J. Larsen. Several illustrations. Rust cloth. Edges slightly soiled, but a VG tight copy. [47943]
$55.00
Swisshelm was the editor of the liberal anti-slavery newspaper, The Pittsburgh Visitor. She supported the
aims and goals of the woman suffrage movement, although she was not uncritical.
THE TRANSCRIPTS OF THE FAMOUS FREE LOVE TRIAL
157. (TILTON/BEECHER). TILTON, THEODORE vs. HENRY WARD BEECHER; action for
Crim. Con. tried in the city court of Brooklyn, Chief Justice Joseph Neilson, presiding. Verbatim report
by the official stenographer. With 18 portraits: of Chief Justice Joseph Neilson, ... Mrs. Elizabeth Tilton,
Theodore Tilton, Henry Ward Beecher. etc. in three volumes. NY: McDivitt et. al., 1875. First Edition.
small 4to,pp. 758, 902, 1042. Bound in publisher's cloth, with library stamps on the end paper, title page,
bookplate, accession sticker on spine, hinge repaired, generally a good set. This is the transcript of the full
trial. Scarce. [54417] $950.00
One of the great scandals of the time, the Beecher/Tilton trial must been seen in the light of the free love
advocacy of Victoria Woodhull. Living with Dr. Woodhull and her husband Capt. Blood and the target of
intense political gossip, Woodhull attacked Henry Ward Beecher, demanding that he own up to his
relationship with Elizabeth Tilton. When Beecher maintained a silence, Woodhull spilled the story in a
speech in Boston and printed the charges in her Woodhull and Claflin's Weekly. Within hours, she and
her sister were jailed for passing obscenity through the mails. Theodore Tilton, novelist and former
Beecher associate, later his successor, in the editorship of the Independent, charged Beecher with
criminality in relation to his wife Elizabeth Tilton and instituted a civil suit laying his damages at
$100,000. The trial, which lasted 6 months, resulted in a hung jury. Woodhull testified at the trial and, it
is said, developed relationships with both Tilton and Beecher, continuing to advocate free love. In that
Woodhull was involved in the woman suffrage movement, running for President in 1872 at the head of the
"Equal Rights Party" the case takes on a larger significance, offering a fascinating side bar to the 19th
century Woman Suffrage Movement.
158. [TROUBETZKOY, Amelie (rives) Chanler]. THE QUICK OR THE DEAD? A Study by Amelie
Rives. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, (1889). First edn. pp. 433- 577 + adv. These are the Lippincott
Magazine sheets with some additional material, bound with a title-page and portrait in cloth backed
boards. See Wright III, 5572 for the book edition. Very good. [20110] $85.00
Novelist and poet, Troubetzkoy (1863-1945) was born in Richmond, Virginia. This was her most famous
book which sold over 100, 000 copies in three years. Blain notes that her sensual descriptions place her
in the "erotic school" that included Gertrude Atherton and Eleanor Wilcox. She was a successful novelist
with interests in woman suffrage and educational reform.
159. TUCKER, Henry St. George. WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE BY CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT. New Haven: Yale, 1928. Second Edition. Small 8vo, pp. xii, 204. Name on end paper.
A very good copy. Krichmar 2068. [56564]
$85.00
These lectures were delivered in the William L. Storrs Lecture Series before the Law School at Yale
University. Tucker [1853-1932] was a Congressman from Virginia and an opponent of most social

legislation. He argues that a Constitutional amendment providing for women's suffrage would violate the
division between state and federal powers. According to Tucker, the right to vote is not a federal issue,
but a local one
160. [WARD], Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. BEYOND THE GATES. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1883.
First Edition. 8vo, pp. 196 + adv. Tan cloth, stamped in brown and gilt. Hinges near tender, rear flyleaf
mended, half-title missing, possibly ex-library, o/w VG. BAL 20917, Wright II, 2629. [51391] $45.00
Ward (1844-1911) wrote numerous books and articles advocating woman's rights, suffrage, and dress
reform. She was the daughter of author Elizabeth Wooster Phelps (1815-52), a novelist who died when
her daughter was 8. She was heavily influenced by her mother, who described the dual nature of the life
of women.
161. WELSH, Lilian. REMINISCENCES OF THIRTY YEARS IN BALTIMORE; illustrated with
six photographs. Baltimore: Norman, Remington, 1925. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 167. Bound in publisher's
clorh with paper label. (little soiled) A very good copy. Signed by the author on the end paper. [34212]
$35.00
Welsh was a doctor who was involved in the woman suffrage movement.
162. [WILLARD]. GORDON, Anna Adams. THE LIFE OF FRANCES E. WILLARD; With an intro.
by Lady Henry Somerset. Evanson, IL: Nat. Woman's Christian Temperance Union, 1914. First edition.
8vo, pp. 357. Frontis. portrait. Ex-library copy with bookplate and release notice. Presentation from a
temperance society to a local library on the end paper. An untrimmed copy printed by Donnelly at the
Lakeside Press. Cover little soiled. [56388]
$45.00
A temperance and suffrage activist, Willard (1839-98) advocated her own brand of conservative
feminism. She devoted he life to the cause of temperance. Gordon was her longtime companion and
secretary for more than 20 years.
163. (WISC) PUTNAM, Mabel Raef. THE WINNING OF THE FIRST BILL OF RIGHTS FOR
AMERICAN WOMEN. Milwaukee: Frank Putnam, 1924. First Edition. 8vo, pp. 92, covers a little
soiled, a VG copy. Krichmar 1934. Scarce NUC locates 6 copies.(DLC,ICN,PBm,MiU,OCL,MB) Photos.
Inscribed by the author: "To Florence Danforth | with the compliments | of the author " [57201] $450.00
Published in an edition of 1000 to aid in the liberation of American women from a status subordinate to
American men..." The story of the enactment of the Wisconsin bill removing legal discrimination against
women.
164. THE WOMAN CITIZEN; Formerly The Woman's Journal founded 1870. New style on glossy
paper, approx. 32pp an issue. 14 issues: March, 1924, June, 1924 (stained), June 28, 1924 (stained),
August 8, 1924, December 13, 1924, January 12, 1924, January 26, 1924, February 23, 1924, June 13,
1925, April, 1926, May 1926, June, 1926, September, 1926, July, 1926, Printed wraps (several covers
separate), very good copies. Used to be the official organ of the National American Woman Suffrage
Association. [37128] $375.00
While this was issued after the passing of the Woman Suffrage Amendment, The Woman's Citizen
continued to deal with the issue of women and politics and similar kinds of issues. Alice Stone Blackwell
and Carrie Chapman Catt were contributing editors. Included are a number of articles by Carrie
Chapman Catt, including: On the Republican Platform & "Watch your planks;" etc.
165. THE WOMAN CITIZEN; Formerly The Woman's Journal founded 1870. New style on glossy
paper, approx. 32pp an issue. 63 issues from 1922 to 1926. Printed wraps (several covers separate), very
good copies. Used to be the official organ of the National American Woman Suffrage Association.
[54859] $750.00

While this was issued after the passing of the Woman Suffrage Amendment, The Woman's Citizen
continued to deal with the issue of women and politics and similar kinds of issues. Alice Stone Blackwell
and Carrie Chapman Catt were contributing editors. Included are a number of articles by Carrie
Chapman Catt, including: On the Republican Platform & "Watch your planks;" etc. The complete list:
166. THE WOMAN-SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT IN NEW YORK CITY; (cover illustration).
Society leaders securing signatures to petitions to be presented to the Constitutional Convention, scene at
Sherry's. Cover illustration of Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Weekly, NY, May 3, 1894. Illustration by B.
West Clinedinst. The full issue with a small article talking about a NYC petition drive. Cover soiled, torn
at margins. [34445]
$35.00
167. THE WOMAN'S TRIBUNE; edited by Clara Bewick Colby. Vol. VII, no. 34. Washington, DC
and Beatrice, NB: March 30, 1888. Folio, pp. Nicked and soiled at the margins, some worn at the folds, a
Very good copy. [43668]
$50.00
Clara Dorothy Bewick Colby(5 Aug. 1846 - Sept. 1916), woman's rights activist and publisher, was born
in Gloucester, England, the daughter of Thomas Bewick and Clara Willingham. The Bewicks immigrated
to the United States in 1849, settling on a farm in Windsor, Wisconsin; Clara and her maternal
grandparents joined them in 1865. She entered the University of Wisconsin in 1865, initially enrolling in
the "normal department" set up for women. However, with faculty assistance, she pursued the "classical
course" designed for men. In 1869 she graduated as valedictorian of Wisconsin's first class of women to
be awarded the bachelor of philosophy degree. She remained at the university until 1871, teaching Latin
and history and taking graduate classes in French, Greek, and chemistry. Clara married Leonard Wright
Colby in June 1871. They moved to Beatrice, Nebraska, where they lived until 1889. For the next four
years, owing to Leonard's government appointment, they alternated between Beatrice and Washington, D.
C. The couple adopted three children, two of whom survived to adulthood. Their third child was a
daughter, an infant Sioux taken from the battle of Wounded Knee where Leonard directed the burial
detail there as commander of the Nebraska National Guard. The preferred Sioux spelling of her name is
Zintkala Numi, but she was called Zintka her whole life. After 1893 Clara Bewick Colby (as she was
known throughout her life) established Washington as her permanent residence. Leonard eventually
returned to Nebraska where the Colbys finalized a divorce in 1906 after a separation of ten years. Her
specific involvement with woman suffrage began in 1881 with her election as vice president at large for
the newly organized Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association. In 1855 she became the group's president, a
position she held until 1898.
In 1883 Bewick Colby began her life's central undertaking, the publication of the Woman's Tribune, a
suffrage newspaper. For its first year, it was the official publication of the Nebraska Woman Suffrage
Association; thereafter, it was maintained solely by Bewick Colby, who performed all tasks from editing
to typesetting. Although Susan B. Anthony represented it as the organ of the National Woman Suffrage
Association, the paper was never formally affiliated with any national group. However, as the secondlongest-running woman suffrage newspaper, it was significant for several reasons. First, Bewick Colby
designed the Tribune as a general circulation newspaper, an approach unique among suffrage
publishers. For example, in 1898 she received the first war correspondent's pass issued to a woman
publisher of a woman's paper. Second, the Tribune was probably the first woman's paper published by a
woman. From 27 March to 3 April 1888, while reporting the activities of the International Council of
Women, the Tribune achieved a daily circulation of 12,5000 copies. Finally, the Tribune was highly
regarded by movement leaders. Elizabeth Cady Stanton considered it "the best suffrage paper ever
published" and allowed it to serialize two of her most important works, her autobiography and The
Woman's Bible. In 1904 Bewick Colby moved publication of the Tribune to Portland, Oregon, where she
lived until the paper ceased in 1909.

168. "Women Will Vote in Many States"; unsigned article in "Christian Herald" NY: October 24,
1906. 4to, pp. 882-899. Pictorial wraps with the cover showing a photograph of women lining up to vote
in Denver, Colo. A very good copy. [34272]
$35.00
169. WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM. PRELIMINARY
PROGRAM OF THE SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS; of the ... [Grenoble, France]:
Sunday, May 15th - Thursday May 19th, 1932. 4to, 4 single sided mimeographed sheets. Stapled, 6 inch
oxydized patch from something that had been laid in. The first page is the title page; pages 2-3 are the
draft program for the conference, the final page lists hotels in Grenoble. Offered with a broadside:
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom (approx 9 x 6 in): "Now is the time to kill | the war
monster | Make Peace Permanent | Our weapons are Ready - If We | Will Use Them" [52508]
$325.00
From Wikipedia: The Women's International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) was established in
the United States in January 1915 as the Woman's Peace Party. It is a non-profit non-governmental
organization working "to bring together women of different political views and philosophical and
religious backgrounds determined to study and make known the causes of war and work for a permanent
peace" and to unite women worldwide who oppose oppression and exploitation. WILPF has national
sections in 37 countries. The forerunner to the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom,
the Woman's Peace Party (WPP) was formed in January, 1915 in Washington, D.C. at a meeting called
by Jane Addams and Carrie Chapman Catt. The approximately 3,000 women attendees approved a
platform calling for the extension of suffrage to women and for a conference of neutral countries to offer
continuous mediation as a way of ending war. Two WILPF leaders have received the Nobel Peace Prize
for their peace efforts and international outlook and work with WILPF: Jane Addams, in 1931 and Emily
Greene Balch in 1946."
170. WRIGHT, Frances [Mdm. D'arusmont]. VIEWS OF SOCIETY AND MANNERS IN
AMERICA; in a series of letters from that country to a friend in England during the years 1818, 1819,
and 1820. London: Longman et.al., 1822. Second edn. 8vo, pp. x, 483 Bound in modern full cloth. Name
stamp on end paper. Former owner's name on the titlepage: "James Bowley". A very good tight copy. Not
in Lande; See Howes D-74, Sabin 18640, Clark II, 16. Scarce. Lacks the map. [37710] $225.00
Accompanied by her sister, Wright first settled in New York City, while she attempted to establish herself
as a dramatist. Frustrated by her lack of literary success, she returned to London in 1820. Her letters
home however, resulted in the present work, which has been called "One of the most celebrated travel
memoirs of the early 19th century [NAW]". This includes material on the condition of the working class,
politics, education, religion, slavery, and women, while including the author's unabashed enthusiasm for
America. Upon her return to America in 1824, Wright became a leading figure in the agitation for woman
suffrage and the abolition of slavery. Of note was her attempt to establish an experimental colony for the
gradual emancipation of slaves on land purchased near Memphis, Tenn. She lived at Owen's New
Harmony for some years before establishing the "Hall of Science" in New York to serve as a platform for
her lecture series."See NAW, etc.
171. WRIGHT, Sir Almroth. THE UNEXPURGATED CASE AGAINST WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
New York: Paul N Hoeber, 1913. First American edn. 8vo, pp. 188. Name on end paper, some light
rubbing at tips, a very nice untrimmed copy. [56360] $125.00
A completely unsympathetic argument that women are inferior and should emigrate or take shelter in the
home of a husband or father, who, when all is said and done, earns and lays up money for her!
172. [WRIGHT] [Mdm. Frances D'arusmont]. COURSE OF POPULAR LECTURES; as delivered by
Frances Wright, in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Louisville and
other cities . .. of the United States with three addresses on various public occasions. and a reply to the
charges against the French reformers of 1789. NY: Printed at the office of the Free Enquirer, Hall of
Science, 1831. Fourth edition. 12mo, pp. 239; [ii], 21, 20, 13, 22 + 1 page of adv for other works by

Wright and Owen. Bound in original drab paper over boards, with pink linen spine and printed spine
label. Bit soiled, with browning on the pastedowns, Generally a very good tight copy of a scarce work.
This is a reissue of the second edition with the supplement added. The supplement includes four lectures
that Wright delivered in the US. Each appears here with its own title page. The speeches are: "Address on
the state of the public mind (1829,)" "Address containing a review of the times (1830)," "Address to
young mechanics," and "Parting address, as delivered in the Bowery Theatre, to the people of New York,
in June, 1830." Sabin 105588, 105596. [49297] $1,250.00
Accompanied by her sister, Wright first settled in New York City, while she attempted to establish herself
as a dramatist. Frustrated by her lack of literary success, she returned to London in 1820. Upon her
return to America in 1824, she became a leading figure in the agitation for woman suffrage and the
abolition of slavery. Of note was her attempt to establish an experimental colony for the gradual
emancipation of slaves on land purchased near Memphis, Tenn. She lived at Owen's New Harmony for
some years before establishing the "Hall of Science" in New York to serve as a platform for this lecture
series. -Lecture subjects include religion, knowledge, free enquiry, etc. These are the lectures of an
important English thinker who came to the freedom of new world America and made an impact on our
politics and social development. See NAW.
173. [WRIGHT] [Mdm. Frances D'arusmont]. SIX LECTURES; on The Nature of Knowledge, Free
Enquiry, The More Important Divisions and Essentials of Knowledge, Religion, Morals, Opinions.
London: Bonner, Forder, Watts .., 1898. First edition, thus. 8vo, pp. 129 + adv. Bound in little worn linen
backed boards, end papers quite stained, edge of title page stained, but the leaves of the text are clean.
These essays were first issued in 1829. A very good copy. [58829]
$275.00
Accompanied by her sister, Wright first settled in New York City, while she attempted to establish herself
as a dramatist. Frustrated by her lack of literary success, she returned to London in 1820. Upon her
return to America in 1824, she became a leading figure in the agitation for woman suffrage and the
abolition of slavery. Of note was her attempt to establish an experimental colony for the gradual
emancipation of slaves on land purchased near Memphis, Tenn. She lived at Owen's New Harmony for
some years before establishing the "Hall of Science" in New York to serve as a platform for this lecture
series. -Lecture subjects include religion, knowledge, free enquiry, etc. These are the lectures of an
important English thinker who came to the freedom of new world America and made an impact on our
politics and social development. See NAW.
174. [WRIGHT] [Mdm. Frances Darusmont]. COURSE OF POPULAR LECTURES; as delivered by
Frances Wright Darusmont in various towns and counties of the United States being Introductory to a
Course on the Nature and Object of American Political Institutions. Vol. II. Philadelphia: Published by
the Author, 1836. First Edition. 8vo, pp 90. Removed from a nonce volume, sewn (several leaves starting
to come apart), lacks the original wraps, generally a very good tight copy of a scarce work. The first
lecture is: "Geographical, political, and Historical Sketch of the American United States, " the second one
is: "Origin and History of the Federal Party; With a General View of the Hamilton Financial Scheme,"
and the third is: "On The Sectional Question-Southern Slavery." The three speeches are here first printed
with a 25 page introduction after being first delivered the same year in Philadelphia and Cincinnati. The
first volume was originally issued in 1829. Sabin 18639. [52257]
$350.00
Accompanied by her sister, Wright first settled in New York City, while she attempted to establish herself
as a dramatist. Frustrated by her lack of literary success, she returned to London in 1820. Upon her
return to America in 1824, she became a leading figure in the agitation for woman suffrage and the
abolition of slavery. Of note was her attempt to establish an experimental colony for the gradual
emancipation of slaves on land purchased near Memphis, Tenn. She lived at Owen's New Harmony for
some years before establishing the "Hall of Science" in New York to serve as a platform for this lecture
series. -Lecture subjects include religion, knowledge, free enquiry, etc. These are the lectures of an
important English thinker who came to the freedom of new world America and made an impact on our
politics and social development. See NAW.

175. WYOMING RECREATION COMMISSION. COOKING IN WYOMING. Basin, WY: Bighorn
Book Co., (1965). 8vo, pp. 208. Index. Woman's suffrage centennial edition. Paper wraps, spiral-type
binding. Cover little spotted, o/w a VG tight copy. [48773]
$37.50
Recipes gathered from Wyoming women, including many for wild game.

